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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Welcome Gathering
Sixth Month 9, 1993

At Fort Lewis College in Durango, Colorado, Friends from throughout Utah, New
Mexico, Colorado, Arizona and Mexico City, with guests from many places, assembled
for the nineteenth annual gathering of the yearly meeting. The first plenary session was
designated as a welcoming-gathering and convened in the ballroom of the Union Building
at Fort Lewis. Opening the meeting at 7:39 p.m., Clerk Martin Cobin welcomed all
present.

Following several announcements regarding administrative management of the gathering,
Clerk Cobin invited those responsible to describe the plans that had been made for the
younger participants of the meeting. Hunter Pyle, who was to lead Junior Yearly
Meeting in the absence of coordinator David Clark, introduced the children’s leaders and
the general schedule that had been arranged for children up to middle school attendees.
Sabrina Godfrey introduced the plan that Senior Young Friends had established. Junior
Young Friends were holding their introductory session at the same time.

In prior years, the attendance of Friends from each regional and monthly meeting had
been acknowledged by those present from each meeting rising as a group to indicate their
presence. This year, in response to concerns and suggestions expressed in 1992, a new
practice was used. Each Friend stood in turn, gave his/her name, meeting affiliation and
briefly stated her/his deepest concern. More than 100 Friends spoke. Recording clerk
made brief note of 105 statements that included, among others, concerns for the well
being of Friends’ practices and organizations, basic human welfare and circumstances that
threaten it, communication, spiritual growth, the environment, unity in spite of diversity,
enjoyment of life and gatherings, and the hope that all present would walk cheerfully
through the days of the meeting.

After the last Friend had spoken, the meeting settled into silent worship that closed at
about 9 p.m., when folk dancing began.

Carol Clark
Recording Clerk



INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Plenary Session - Keynote Speech

Sixth Month 10, 1993

The meeting convened at about 3:20 p.m. in the ballroom of the Union Building. Clerk Martin
Cobin introduced Friend Eric Johnson of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, a teacher,education
consultant and author. Friend Johnson introduced his topic: ‘How can Friends and should
Friends walk cheerfully over the earth? Why?”

Eric Johnson reminded Friends of the message sent to Friends by George Fox in 1656, urging
them to answering that of god in everyone. Friend Johnson proposed that walking cheerfully,
full of good spirits; merry, and ungrudging, is behavior likely to dispel gloom or worry. It is
well to seek zest, answering that of love or the spirit in everyone.

After Eric Johnson had shared several examples of those who walked cheerfully, he invited
Friends to come forward and do likewise. Many in the meeting shared stories of those they
have known answering life cheerfully, zestfully and with good humor.

After a happy period of remembering cheerful walkers, the assembly dispersed to move light
heartedly through the yearly meeting.

Carol Clark
Recording Clerk
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Meeting for Worship for Business for Reports

Sixth Month 10, 1993

At about 7:20 p.m., the meeting opened with a period of silent worship from which Clerk Martin
Cobin greeted attendees and offered the opportunity for any committee of the yearly meeting to
report. He noted his expectation that the agenda would include the FWCC concern group,
Scattergood School, Moscow Friends Center, the IMYM-AFSC Joint Service Project, Friends
Bulletin and Friends General Conference

1. The FWCC concern group urged the meeting to act on item five in the recommendations of
FWCC representatives that had been introduced at the morning business meeting.

93-4 Intermountain Yearly Meeting urges its monthly meetings and worship groups to
find connectedness with other groups of Quakers in their local communities and to
include in their State of the Society reports what they have done. A possible tool is to
use the Triennial Study Guide that will be published by FWCC in early 1994.

2. Friend Julie Harlow of Pacific Yearly meeting spoke of the efforts to establish a Quaker
presence in Russia. She noted that London Yearly Meeting supports a Friend in Moscow

93-5 Moscow Quaker center. IMYM suggests to monthly meetings that each
consider the material that will be distributed on the possibility of establishing such a
center and report to Continuing Committee regarding their reactions as to the possible
extent of their involvement or the involvement of the yearly meeting in such a center.

3. Nancy Yarnall, its editor, reported on Friends Bulletin , noting that it generally includes
three parts: Articles of general interest, meeting business, and regular inclusions of the magazine.
The September issue covers the three yearly meetings.

Grace Buzaljko reported for the Friends Bulletin Committee of Pacific Yearly Meeting, noting that
they are seeking ways to develop shared management of the publication among the three yearly
meetings it represents. The committee’s plans begin with establishing a separate corporation to
manage the Bulletin; she outlined the ways in which IMYM could further the plans of the Bulletin
Committee.

93-6 In response to the reports of Nancy Yarnall, editor, and Grace Buzaljko, Clerk
of the Pacific Yearly Meeting Friends Bulletin Committee, the Yearly Meeting asks
Continuing Committee to examine the possibility of appointing a representative to the
Friends Bulletin Committee. Such an appointment would further the intention of
Pacific Yearly Meeting to share the burden of managing the publication with IMYM
and North Pacific Yearly Meeting

4. Scattergood School report was given by Eric Mifier. He noted the availability of materials
about the school for all to read. He voiced his concern that everyone should be concerned about
Friends schools. Representatives of each meeting are asked to take materials. One third of
Scattergood’s student body is Quakers. The farm has been a hog and corn operation, but it is
converting to an organic farm that produces fruits and vegetables. The school offers an exciting
academic program for high school students. Full enrollment is 65.

5. AFSC-IMYM Joint Service Project Committee report was given by Cynthia Taylor, its
staff. She presented a flyer for the planned San Joaquin Valley farm trip this summer, visiting and
harvesting with organic farmers.

The meeting adjourned following a brief period of silent worship.

Carol Clark, Recording Clerk
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Meeting for Threshing and Seasoning

Sixth Month 11, 1993

As part of the yearly meeting’s ongoing efforts to carefully consider and seek unity on
concerns brought forward by constituent meetings, Friends gathered for a session of
threshing and seasoning on the matter of conducting same gender marriages.

This concern had been brought to yearly meeting by the Utah Friends Fellowship, and
IMYM had asked its monthly meetings to consider whether they can conduct same gender
marriages. Seven meetings that have done so support same gender marriage. They are
Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Chamisa, Logan, Salt Lake City, Colorado Springs and Boulder.
Grand Valley Worship Group also supports same gender marriages. Meetings still
seasoning the matter include Fort Collins, Mountain View, Durango, Pima, and Tempe.
Phoenix and Gallup have not met to consider the question.

Friends gathered in silent worship and from the silence expressed their leadings. Diversity
of opinion and belief was expressed honestly and compassionately. Even with the
atmosphere of respect maintained in this session, we felt the pain of strong beliefs in
conflict in a community. We hold each other in the light as we continue to struggle
organizationally and spiritually with this issue.

Carol Clark
Recording Clerk
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Meeting for Worship for Business II

Sixth Month 11, 1993

Clerk Martin Cobin convened the meeting at 2:45 p.m. in the Memorial Lounge of the Union
Building. Recording Clerk read the minutes that had been approved on 6/10/93.

1. First item on the agenda was IMYM’s response toColorado’s Amendment Two. Clerk read
the minute drafted for the consideration of the yearly meeting by the concern group that had met to
address the concerns of gay, lesbian and bisexual Friends.

As Friends we declare that ourfaith calls us to value that of God in eveiy person. We encourage a vision of
wholeness that does not exclude people because of their beliefs, culture or identity. We seek to foster love and
understanding and to lessen haired, intolerance andfear.

We recognize the sufferings of lesbian, gay and bisexual people in Colorado, and we honor their witness
against injustice.

Therefore Injermounrain Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society ofFriends supports all individuals and
monthly meetings in their actions to bear witness in opposition to discrimination in all its forms. This
includes opposition to Amendment 2 (Article II, Section 30B of the Constitution of the State of Colorado).

We declare this in a spirit of love, which is the root of our faith.

93-7. Meeting agreed to refer the draft declaration of the yearly meeting to those
who drafted and others who are interested to revise the declaration according to
concerns expressed in this meeting. The results of their deliberations will be
given to the continuing Committee for its meeting tomorrow for action and
direction to another business meeting of the yearly meeting

2. Next agenda item was organizing and conducting yearly meeting in 1994 within the capacity of
New Mexico Regional Meeting, where Friends find themselves seriously impacted by the
organization of the FWCC Triennial. New Mexico Friends had proposed meeting at Ghost Ranch
where part of the burden of conducting a children’s program would be borne by Ranch staff.
Because of prior commitments and the capacity of Ghost Ranch, some mechanism for limiting
attendance would be necessary.

93-8. Meeting agreed that responsibility for organizing the children’s program
will remain with Colorado for 1994 and 1995 and henceforward rotate by region
as does the rest of the administration of yearly meeting, but lagging by two years,
so that management of yearly meeting is always shared by two or more regional
meetings.

3. Meeting then addressed the selection of the site and date for 1994’s yearly meeting of IMYM.

93-9. It was agreed that in 1994 Intermountain Yearly Meeting will meet from
June 15 to June 19, with June 14 as an extra day, at Fort Lewis College in
Durango, Colorado, and that during the intervening months Friends will explore
ways in which we can help members of the meeting family who feel the need to
boycott, to join us in Colorado.

It was suggested that Friends come to the next yearly meeting with information in hand regarding
school terms so that we can consider arranging a long-term contract with Fort Lewis College.

At 4:30 p.m., meeting rose after a brief period of silent worship.

Carol Clark
Recording Clerk
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Meeting for Worship for Business III

Sixth Month 12, 1993

Friends gathered in silence, out of which clerk Martin Cobin called Friends to participate in discerning
the tnith.

The Finance Committee report, having been presented at the first Business meeting, Friends were
asked comment. Surplus having been spent down, we need to adjust our thinking. Is the annual
gathering to support itself? Shall IIvIYM increase registration fees as necessary and control
expenditures as necessary. Increase assessment?

93-10. Following consideration of the report of the Finance Committee and the
proposed budget for 1994, Meeting agreed to increase membership assessments by
$5 per member, from $7 to $12 annually.

93-11. The meeting approved the budget for 1994 at $19,725 and agreed to
restore the line item of $300 for the Quaker Youth Pilgrimage. (see attachments for
the complete document.)

9 3-12. With appreciation for the efforts of a few Friends to express our concern
concisely, the meeting approved the following declaration:

As Friends we declare that our faith calls us to value that of God in every
person. We encourage a vision of wholeness that does not exclude people
because of their culture or identity. We seek to foster love and understanding
and to lessen hatred, intolerance and fear.

We recognize the sufferings of lesbian, gay and bisexual people in Colorado and
elsewhere, and we honor their witness against injustice.

Therefore, Intermountain Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends
supports monthly meetings in spirit-based, nonviolent witness against injustice
in all its forms. This includes opposition to Amendment 2 (Article II, Section
30B of the Constitution of the State of Colorado).

We declare this in a spirit of love, which is the root of our faith.

93-13. Acknowledging that a testimony becomes a testimony when it is lived by
its proponents, the meeting approved the following text, brought forward to yearly
meeting by Pima Friends Meeting:

The Friends testimony on right (justlfair) sharing of world resources grows
from our fundamental belief that there is That of God in every person.
Because we are part of the vast web of life and members of the community of
the Earth, our careful stewardship of resources is required. We acknowledge
the need for each of us individually and as a group to develop an awareness of
the underlying assumptions and institutions of our economic system which
foster injustice, and to move from that awareness. As Friends, we seek the
opportunity to share with others the gifts God intended for all peoples; to
participate constructively and without greed in the economic life of the
community; to make our lives a testimony of fair dealing and the promotion of
social justice; to live simply that others may have the wherewithal to live; and
to conserve the world’s resources on the one hand and share them fairly
among all peoples on the other hand.
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Meeting For Business III, 6/12/93
Page 2

93-14. To establish a procedure for developing a Faith and Practice for IMYM,
the meeting agreed as follows:

1. Each monthly meeting of IMYM is encouraged, as way opens, select one of its
members to act as coordinator of a local group of volunteers who are willing
to work on such a document; the coordinator will represent the meeting on the
Faith and Practice Committee of IMYM. If a meeting chooses not to have such
a committee, all correspondence regarding Faith and Practice matters will be
sent to its clerk for the consideration of that meeting.

2. Meetings will forward the names of their coordinators to LaDonna Wallen,
who has agreed to convene a meeting, and at its initial gathering, probably in
the fall of 1993, the committee will select a clerk from its members.

3. Local meeting groups will begin meeting to discuss ways in which the IMYM
committee might function.

4. The purpose of the initial meeting will be to decide on a process from the
suggestions originating in local meetings.

5. Travel expenses and lodging for the meeting of coordinators will be borne by
the participating meetings until the next yearly meeting.

6. With direction from the fall meeting of coordinators, local meetings will carry
out their responsibilities and the clerk will report to Continuing committee and
Yearly Meeting in 1994. Meetings not participating will continue to receive all
mailings through their clerks.

93-15. In response to an earlier request, the concern group meeting on matters of
particular concern to gays and lesbians presented a draft of a letter/release
expressing IMYM’s stand against discrimination against gay, lesbian an bisexual
persons and suitable for distribution to newspapers and other periodicals. This letter
was approved by the Meeting as drafted. (see attachments)

93-16. The meeting appointed two delegates to the FWCC Triennial meeting to be
held at Ghost Ranch, New Mexico, in 1994: Arline Hobson of Pima Friends Meeting
and Barbara Neal of Boulder Friends Meeting. Bill and Genie Durland, of Lamb’s
Community Worship Group and Jan Miller of Salt Lake City Monthly Meeting will
attend as staff workers.

93-17. The meeting asked each monthly meeting to consider the concern of Utah
Friends Fellowship that IMYM form a committee for ministry and counsel and
provide information to Continuing Committee for consideration in February of 1994.

Clerk reported that because leadership for the doll project is now absent, the project will be laid down,
and supplies are available to meetings who want them.

Following a brief period of silent worship, the meeting adjourned.

Carol Clark
Recording Clerk
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Meeting for Worship for Business IV

Sixth Month 13, 1993

Friends having gathered just after 10:00 a.m., Clerk Martin Cobin opened the meeting to business.
The Recording Clerk read, and the meeting approved with minor corrections, the wording of
minutes approved at the meeting for worship for business of Sixth Month 12.

93-18. At the request of its convenors, Tom Moen and Linda Smoke, the
meeting agreed to lay down the IMYM Committee on Aging.

93-19. IMYM values the service provided by its registrars and operations
committee and records its thanks for willing service. Thanks also to Fort Lewis
College, to Marbie Brault for her many years of service on the doll project, and to
everyone who has made this yearly gathering possible and satisfying. Special
thanks to Martin Cobin.

93-20. Meeting accepted Penny Thron-Weber’s offer to assume responsibility for
the doll project, and Durango Friends agreed to find storage for the material
presently on hand.

93-21. The meeting heard and joyously accepted the reports and epistles
prepared by the first, second and third grade and the fourth fifth and sixth grade
groups of Junior Yearly Meeting and from Junior Young Friends. Copies are to be
found among the attachments to these minutes.

For Junior Young Friends, Peter Herrick-Stare reported on their activities and that Rosaruby
Glaberman and Etta Hilligoss will be their co-clerks next year. (See attachments for full report)

Several Senior Young Friends, led by co-clerks Melanie Brooks and Sabrina Godfrey, reported.
SYF presented a minute approved in their business meeting regarding the agreements in the
registration packet that participating SYF are expected to sign when registering.

93-22. The SYF minute was referred to the registrar. SYF representatives to
Continuing Committee will be Kris Kauffman, Jeremy Kowal, Jeanette Zion, and
Gabe Carr. Jessica Miller and Connie Gould will continue as adult coordinators.
New co-clerks are Mat Kowal and Caitlin Taylor. The epistle from the SYF
Watching Committee was read and accepted.

93-23. For the Watching Committee, Convenor Dorothy Aldrich reported that
the committee had chosen to write an epistle. Having heard it read, the meeting
accepted the epistle, with thanks.

Clerk pointed out that while we are part of a growing yearly meeting with the census standing at
1,013, a decreasing number attend yearly meeting.

Clerk reminded Friends that memorial minutes for those who died since our last gathering had been
printed and circulated, and invited Friends to speak the names of those Friends whose lives we
would like to celebrate. Those named were Norah Ryan, Dorothy Freeberg and Alison Standig
Deutsch of Phoenix Meeting; Dorothy Booth Lewis, Logan Monthly Meeting; Joe Stacey,
Albuquerque; David Hill, Mountain View; James Mills, Flagstaff Monthly Meeting; Cynthia
Powelson, Betsy Moen (Elizabeth Mattion), and Kenneth E. Boulding, Boulder; Lewis I. Korn,
Albuquerque; and Adam Ristad, Boulder

Silent worship, in which the meeting was joined by all the groups of young Friends, continued
until noon.

Carol Clark
Recording Clerk
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Meeting for Worship for Business I

Sixth Month 10, 1993

Meeting gathered in silent worship in the ballroom of the Union Building at Fort Lewis College in
Durango, Colorado. Out of the silence, Presiding Clerk Martin Cobin opened the meeting for
business at about 10:10 a.m.

1. Watching Committee: Dorothy Aldrich, convenor, having introduced the nature of
epistles, read selected portions of the epistles from several yearly meetings. She noted that epistles
had come from 19 meetings in the United States and 20 over seas, as well as from young Friends.
She read excerpts from the epistles of New England Yearly Meeting, New York Yearly Meeting,
Ohio Valley Yearly Meeting, Southeastern Yearly Meeting, France , Ireland, and Junior Yearly
Meeting of Pacific Yearly Meeting.

93-1 IMYM 93 Watching Committee was approved by the meeting to serve with
Dorothy Aldrich, Colorado Regional Meeting, the convenor. Other members are:
Charlotte Sanders, Keil Mueller, Jessica Greenburg and Kate Tyldesley, all
representing the Senior Young Friends; Cindy Wilkins for Utah Friends
Fellowship; Frank Witte for Arizona Half Yearly Meeting; and Rosemary
Blanchard for New Mexico Quarterly Meeting.

2. Reports from Quaker Organizations:
A. FWCC: Arline Hobson presented a composite report for IMYM’s representatives.

Its FWCC representatives They requested action from IMYM on several items: (1) to
bring visitors from around world to yearly meeting and visits to monthly meetings around
the time of the triennial gathering; (2) appoint a committee to work with section of Americas
office for travel within our yearly meeting; (3) urge fmancial support of monthly meetings
for FWCC; (4).prayerful attention to statement about principle of right sharing as a Quaker
testimony; and (5).suggest connecting with other Quakers at a local level.

B. FCNL Cathy Wahrmund noted the FCNL’s 50th anniversary. It was formed in
Richmond, Indiana by 52 well seasoned Friends as the first religiously based lobbying
organization in Washington, DC. There have been three executive directors; the staff meets
in worship every morning. FCNL seeks to build funds for its work. She noted that the
US is on the cusp of a paradigm shift-- at the end of the nation state, but what’s coming is
unknown.

C. AFSC First to report was David Henkel of Santa Fe Meeting and one of IMYM’s
at-large members of the corporation He noted that the planning committee has reported to
the board, and those recommendations will be considered in the context of the annual
meting in Philadelphia in November. Friends need to become familiar with the process.
IMYM is the first yearly meeting to receive copies of the planning committee
recommendations

Francie Marbury reported on the AFSC-IMYM Joint Service Projects. Cynthia Taylor
remains staff, Francie and David Henkel continue to convene the oversight committee;
please see attachments to these minutes.

3. Continuing Committee: Randy Herrick-Stare, Continuing Committee Clerk, reported
the items sent from Continuing Committee for the yearly meeting’s consideration and made some
general announcements, including: (1) the meeting still needs volunteers for care of children; the
Keynote speech will be recorded, so that volunteers can listen later; (2) Some leaders for 1994 are
still needed; (3) Nominating of AFSC Corporation representatives has been referred to nominating
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Meeting for Worship for Business
6/10/93, page 2

committee. (4) FWCC’s request for 2 representatives to the Triennial is in the hands of FWCC

,—.

representatives here; (5) FCNL representation needs to be structured; (6) Committee on Aging
should be laid down. (7) Utah Minute proposing the establishment of a Ministry and Counsel
committee will be redrafted by Utah Friends Fellowship to focus their intent; (8) Meeting will need
to consider the Pima Minute on right sharing; (9) Arizona Half-Yearly has proposed a minute for
establishing a committee to develop a Faith and Practice.

Clerk reminded the meeting that reports are being given now so decisions can be made at a later
meeting.

93 - 2. Regarding representation to FCNL, the Meeting agreed that hence
forward, Colorado will appoint two delegates, New Mexico will appoint two,
Arizona arid Utah will each appoint one delegate and one alternate, with the
alternates to serve in the absence of any of IMYM’s delegates. If an alternate
attends for one of the regional meetings having two delegates, that regional
meeting will provide funding for the alternate.

4. Finance Committee: Jim Hoffman, Treasurer - presented the report, illustrating its
contents with overhead projections. See attachments. The Finance Committee brought several
questions for the meeting’s consideration: (1) How shall financial support of $2,900 to FWCC
Triennial 94 be covered? FWCC has appealed to IMYM directly as the meeting of the host region,
to cover planning costs. Money in triennial reserve can be used for this purpose. (2) IMYM has
$6,000 in reserve. Shall the meeting’s cash reserves be reduced further? (3) Cost of annual
gathering is $4,150 more than funds paid by participants. Shall we increase assessments?
Assessments are traditionally used for covering other expenses. IMYM continues to be asked to
support causes and activities.

93-3 Having heard the report of the Nominating Committee presented by Marian
Hoge, its convenor, the meeting approved the following slate of officers for
1994-95.

Co-Clerks
Recording Clerk
Continuing Committee Clerk
Registrars
Operations Coordinators
Convenor of Interest Groups
Junior Yearly Meeting Coordinator
Senior Young Friends Coordinator
Book Sales Coordinator
Worship Sharing Coordinators
Treasurer

Four leaders are still being sought:
coordinator, Clerk of the Watching
and FWCC Visitation Committee.

Bill and Genie Durland
Rosemary Blanchard
Vickie Aldrich
John O’Brien and Ross Worley
Jim and Nadean Mills
Jean Roath
Cathy Turner
Connie Gould (subject to SYF approval)
Barbara Neal
Josephine Coats and Marie Andrews
Jan Miller

Coordinator for Junior Young Friends, FCNL
Committee, Clerk of the Finance Committee

Following a brief period of silence, the meeting was adjourned just after noon.

Carol Clark
Recording Clerk
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INTERMOL1NTAIN YEARLY MEETING

June 9 — 13, 1993

YEARLY MEETING EPISTLES

Received June 1992 — June 1993

UflJ ‘_%S £.

Yearly Meeting Theme Session

United States

Baltimore Beyond Diversity—— 320

A Shared Experience of God

Illinois Healing the Earth, Restoring Ourselves 118

High School Friends

Indiana Fresh Winds of the Spirit 172

Young Friends

Iowa (Conservative
Junior Yearly Meeting

Nebraska Reaching Across

New England 332

Young Friends
Junior High
3rd — 6th

New York 297

Senior High
Junior High

North Carolina (Conservative 295

North Carolina Called to Make a Difference: 295

TYoung Friends A Friends Vision Addressing
21st Century Issues

North Pacific Violence, Healing and Transformation 20

Young Friends
Junior Friends
5th & 6th Graders

Northern Yearly Meeting Building our Faith Community
by Facing Our Diversity

Northwest Friends Church A New People to be Gathered 100

Young Friends
Junior High! Children’s

Ohio Valley Awakening the Witness Within 172

Teen! Young Friends! Junrio

Ohio (Barnesville)

Pacific
Young Friends
Junior Yearly Meeting

12



EPISTLES (Continued)

6/11/93

Rocky Mountain 36
Junior Yearly Meeting

Western Yearly Meeting You will receive power when the 135
Young Friends Holy Spirit comes on you; and

you will be my witnesses

--

OTHER

Bolivia — A letter from the Quarterly Meeting of Patamanta

Denmark 117

France Love your Enemies 68

Jamaica Achieving for the Lord 51
Junior YM

Ireland

Japan
cNDc iV
Mid—India So let it grow and don’t try to 83

squirm out of your problems for when
your parience is finally in full bloom
then you will be ready for anything
strong characterful and complete

(James 1—4)

Netherlands

New Zealand How has the truth prospered among us?

Sweden Being a Quaker in the 90’s; Are we
necessary? Do we need new impulses?
Do we need outreach?

Switzerland

(.
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New Mexico Regional Meeting Nominating Committee

Report to Continuing Committee June 9, 1993

Co-Clerks Bill and Genie Durland

Recording Clerk Rosemary Blarichard

Continuing Corn. Clerk Vickie Aldrich

Registrars John O’Brien & Ross Worley

Operations Coordinators Jim and Nadean Mills

Convenor of Interest Groups Jean Roath

Coordinator of Junior YEARLY
Meeting Cathy Turner

Coordinator of Senior Y. F. Connie Gould (subject to appro.
of Senior Young Friends

Book Sales Coordinator Barbara Neal

Positions still needing to be filled arei
Treasurer

Convenor of Worship Sharing— -

Clerk of Watching Committee

Coordinator of Junior Young Friends

FWCC Visitation Committee

Respectfully submitted,

,g,
ft{JL/
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Report of Fwcc Representatives to Intermountajn Yearly Meeting

We Quakers tend to make much ado about diversity focusing on
ethnic, racial and national differentiations However it is all
too seldom that we pause and give thanks for our beloved Religious

Society of Friends Within which there is sufficient dversity of
style to safegua us against any tendency toward Pharsee:sm and
yet enough commonality to unite us, if we so choose, in Prcclai±ng

a unique message to ourselves and to the world. The Friends World

Committee on consuitation(FWCC) keeps us not Only in contact but in
community with those who share our spiritual heritage. IMYM

representatives to the Section of the Americas of FWCc are:
i Elaine her last year, who ser’ed cfl the
Committee on Scouting They developed reguire5 for a Quaker
badge. If you,as persons have nct reviewed them, you should. There
are Friends brought into membership with less knowledge of

Quakerjsm than that required for the badge.
2- 3an Miller of the Utah Fellowship also just coming on as
Elaine,5 replacement She attended the last annual meeting in
Ciudad Victoria, Mexico, and is in the process of defining her role
on the subcommittees

3-Barbara Neal who represented IMYM in Honduras at the world

conference serves on the Committee for the Right Sharing of the
World’s Resources(RSOWR)Sh expresses a special awareness of the
Unique quality of this Quaker assistance to the less fortunate in
the world, seed money being given to small projects for self
developm with limited transitional assjstarce for a limited

period, thereby nurturing local leadership.
It is appropriate at this point to remind IMYM that in our

Plenary SCSSjO a year ago IXYM, at the request of a concern group

forwarding the concern of the annual meeting of the Section of the
Americas asled our meetings to weigh the rsowr principle as a basic

Quaker testimony, to report back this year to IMYM for

consideration of a Possible communication to the Triennial next

year.We look forward to this continuing concern in plenary session.
What better way could we offer a memorial for and tribute to our
own Betsy Moen who gave so much of her spirit and energy to this
very concern and who died in India so recently.

4-Bill Durland who also represerted us at the Honduras World

Conference serves on the Visitation Committee wh±ch wcrks
diligentv to keep us Quakers in communication with cne another

across Yearly meetings, across distances, briding cutures and
even spanning Quaker theol ogical canyons. Hel en White ho clerks
that Ccjttee for the Sectjo of the Americas is herself a visit0’-
to IMYM this year.
3- Bill Durland who represented you to the Honduras World

Conference and to the Western Gtahering of Friends in Portland last
sumer with his wife Genie serves on the Visitation Ccmmittee::45
very effective involvement at the Gathering partjcu1arlr qualifies

him for his place on our program in seeking the Discovery of those

Other Quakers.Ejl1 and Genie will be Coclerking IMY! next year.
6- Arljne Hobson who represented you at the Kenya World Conference

serves on the Wider Quaker Fellowship Committee (WQF) was a prograrn

in existence before the birth of FWCC Providing Quaker materials to
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those friends of Friends who shared much of our spiritual values
and our testimonies but who chose to remain in other denominations.
However, more and more Quakers are subscribing to the program
which involves 4 mailings a year of carefully selected materials.
One mailing is in Spanish and WQF works closely with the Section of
the Americas in its concern to strengthen North American
communicaton with Latin American Friends of our Section of the
Americas.

Arline also serves on the executive committee of the section and
she relays now a concern expressed at a recent meeting in Berkeley
California that yearly meetings appoint a committee to work with
the section office in arranging for the visitation in yearly
meeting communities in the summer of ‘94 the many Quakers from
around the world coming to Ghcst Ranch for the Triennial.We would
request such action from IMYM.

IMYM has a number of Friends involved in FWCC, which by the way,
is dependent almost solely on the support of Quakers. This is no
subtle hint but is a direct urging that IMYM meetings give high
priority in budgeting to this world-wide all-Quaker organization
devoted to the strengthening of our spiritual family on one hand
and to strengthening of our speaking truth to the world.The North
American contributions are essential to the funding of the
participation at a world level of Quakers in many poor countries.
You need to be aware that Quakers are increasing in numbers in the
third world and they are in real need of support.

Our Section of the Americas has members in Costa Rica, MexicD,
Bolivia, El Salvador, Guatemala, amaica, Cuba,KM”,Honduras and
Peru as well as Canada and the U.S.A.Our annual sessions are
bilingual and the Committee o. Latin American Friends (CDAL) is
undertaking a major project of translating Quaker classics into
Spanish and also to translate into English some of the spiritual
vision and wisdom emerging today from the ongoing revelations of
our Latin American Friends which will surely nourish cur spirits
here.That promises to be barrier breaking both culturally and
spiritually.

IMYM needs to be aware of the breadth of IMYM participation
beyond the 4 reps. Suzanne and Jonathan Taylor led the Youth
Pilgrimage in England and Ireland last summer.LaDonna Walen and
Ted Church have been co-opted for the planning of the Triennial and
an extended IMYM committee 4s wok4g to ‘s be

We representatives appreciate for ourselves the cnderful
experiences of wider Quaker awareness and would hope that we can
convey sufficient enthusiasm to encourage IMYM-ers at local meeting
levels to find some way to delight in the diversity that those
other Quakers could offer to us. Would it not be a wonderful gre-
Triennial project for IMYM meetings to find some creative way to
share at local levels with Quakers who are probably less different
from us than the world visitors we hope to meet next year.

In summary we ask IMYM:
1-To appoint current reps as Triennial participants.
2-To give prayerful attention to a IMYM statement about the
principle of the r:ght sharing of the world’s resources as a basic
Quaker testimony.
3-To appoint a committee to work with the Section of the Americas
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office to arrange for travel of Triennial attenders within our
meetings.
4-To urge IMYM meetings to realize that financial support to FWCC
empowers Latin American Friends in their Quaker witnessing.
5-To suggest to our meetings that in this pre-Triennial year it
would be spirit-stretching and challenging to find a connectedness
at local levels with those other Quakers.

(
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PACIFIC YEARLY MEETING

of the RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

May 24, 1993

Dear Marian Hoge,

It was good to talk h you-_-l-a-st---we€1_-__As_Ijntioned, the

current members of the rinton Vistor Pro rain of PYM,) Leonard and

Martha Dart and myself, are going to meet with the members of the

Ministry and Oversight Committee at our Yearly Meeting in August

to discuss the future of the Brinton Visitor Program.

A you know the scope of the Program has grown dramatically

since its inception. The first Brinton Visitor, Ed Morgenroth

travelling in the 1976—’77 visitations met with about 40 Monthly

Meetings, Worship Groups and Friends gatherings. Brinton Visitors

now are asked to visit about 90 groups including the Hawaiian Islands

and Mexico City. We feel this comrnittment is almost too much to ask

of a Friend and wonder how we might re-design the Program.

We would appreciate any wisdom that IMYM might be able to share

with us on this subject. If you have the opportunity to discuss this

with Friends in an informal manner at your Yearly Meeting would you

let me know any suggestions that are offered. Perhaps you will have

more thoughts on the matter following dare Sinc1airs visitations

in September and October.

We are just in the thinking proccess now and I doubt if any

recommendations for consideration by the three Yearly Meetings

would be presented before next year.

One suggestion that has been made is to keep the inter—Yearly

Meeting character by using the Brinton Visitor Committee to find

Friends who would undertake visitation throughout one Yearly Meeting

(not their own) at the invitation and care of that Yearly Meeting.

Thus an NPYM Friend might visit the Meetings in IMYM and a PYM

Friend would visit NPYM and a IMYM Friend would visit in PYM.

Keep me posted on any thoughts you may have on the subject.

Warm regards, ‘

Joan Johnson, Clerk
Brinton Visitor Program

cc: Martin Cobih
Randy Herrick-Stare
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750 Spruce St
Boulder, CO 80302
iV’oy 2. 1 993

Randy Herrick-Sbrc, Clerk
l/V’\Yt\A Continuing Commitb

Repor 1- to Cor* in uing Commit be fronCommitbe on Aging
The Commit be on Aging met twiccat LiV\Y/\A to plan its agendafor the coming year. Tom /‘Aoen from Boulder tv\eeiing agreed tocontinue as con’.ener. It ‘s decided to publish a newsietter to informtvectings within IIV\Y/V\ 0f various issues concerning aging, with LindaSmoke of IV\ountain View as editor.
Tke -topic of Health Care ‘.s chosen as a focus for the next year.Each member of the Commit-be agreed to be respons4ble for gatheringrnaterid in an area of interest to them. Topics chosen by ‘riousCommit-be members were physical conditioning. nutrition, pre’.’entR’emedicine, illnesses specifically associa-bd with the elderly, mental health,health insurance, legal issues, and ethical issues. No informationsreceid this year.
/vulti-genetiond Caregiving was the topic of an Interest Groupat the 1 992 l,VYN\ gathering, and sparked a good discussion on thedifficulties encourfered in providing care for different generations ofpeople. An Interest Group on “Ad’..anced iMedical Directi\.-es will bepresented at this years gathering.

A letter from -the Sun Cities Worship Group ‘s referred to thisCommit-be. They are interested in pursuing a housing project especiallyfor low income people. Although this is a .rtF-i’hile project, it is be’>’ondthe scope of this Commit-be, and therefore, I am referring their letterback to the Continuing Commit-be.
I met with Linda Smoke and we dcloped some questions to beused by individual iVeetins tc determine whether their elderly membersha special needs, and whether those needs are being met. This wassent and/or published in IVeeting newsletters.Based on the experiences o’er the last tw, years, and thediscussions I hae had with Linda and others, it is my recommendationthat‘ the Commit-be on Aging be laid down. It is my hope that those personsinterested in the concerns of the elderly could get together informally atV’/\YiV\ and discuss what is being done in their own tv\ectings. Thisinformation can than be taken back to iMonthly /M\eetings.

lèm I\/\oen, Conner
It’J\YN\ Commitbe on Aqinq
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INTER.MOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
TH MONTH, 1993

Richard A. Butler

Enclosed is the report or the census as of Sixth month, second day,
1993:

Of the 20 Meetings that should have reported, five have not as of
the date of this report.

Members of Meetings 910
Members under 18 158
Total New Members 97

By Convincemerit 54
By Transfer 29
By Parental request 11
Birthright 4

Friends lost by death 14
Friends lost by transfer 31

Average Attendance of Members

Meetings with 1st Day Schools 12

The five non-reporting Meetings are:

Tempe AZ, Logon UT, Mexico City MX, Wyoming WY, and Midland
TX.
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rp’rj 4’AV’S] h”j
INTERNOIJWTAIN YEA.RLY MEETING 1993 CENSUS

The cerus of Intermountin Yearly Meeting is taken biannually. (
Th figures you are asked to supply are for th erio Jruarv 11991_to .anuy 1, 1993. The results of the cflus will beincluded in the iiutes of June, 1993.

P1ase examine your Meeting’s records carefully, for it ie easy,especially in Mtings with a large membership , to omitpertirnt data. Return the completed form to the HistorianR.corder (Richard But].er) as soon as possible.
Riohard A. Butler
793 Grasmere Drive
Boulder, CO 80301

Naie of Monthly eeting Lc-.Z z’— i2
dress of Nonthly Meeting /O (__.

. fli. 7c
clerk

(

Clerk’s Ad.dress and phone P.
•fvsc &s) 9-

IRTHRIG3T MENERSHIP
1. Does your Neeting recognize birthright membership? es_ No
2. !f Yes, does this birthright membership require that bothparents be menbers of the Religious Society of Frien.s? Yes No
3. Does your Meeting bring children itô the Meeting upon requestof the parents? Yes No —
4. If yes, do you consider this membership as full — orassociate (junior) X ?

5. Do you have a program of preparation for membership of youngpeople of the Meeting that may culminate with a request for eullmembership? Yes -— No _X
6. If what aqes participate?

MEMBERSHIP

7. Please give the nunber of person, regard1es of age, that areconsidered full membtr of your Meeting. This inclUdes non—resi.ent rtebers an pv minor e children that your Mejnqdeeis as rebers. It does not include sojourning members who arecounted in the census of their home Xcetings. —-(TU4 TEE PAGE FOR REMAINDER OF CENSUS FORM)
I 3. u I c C ,‘ ç,

,, , , ,,‘ ,

I

.L-4’. •-.-P Of ‘ _2.--’ a_J q1 -‘—cr’J
c-C-4.L. , .-. J

Itac—&& Cc_,. 22



ASSOCIATE OR JUNIOfl MEMBERSHIP

. Please give the number of people under 18 years of age who
are birthright Friends or have been brougbt into membership at
parental request. 1.2 r

. Pleaso give the n.imber of people over 18 years of age that
have, as children, been listed as brithright, associate, or
junior members and are now considered full members, but have
never formally requested full membership.

NON-RESIDENT MEMBERS

10, Please give the number of nembers who live outside the area
of the Meeting and who seldom or never attend Meeting, 5’

ATTENDANCE QUESTIONS

11. What is the average number of meibers who attend Meeting for
worship on a fairly regular basIs? 35

12. What is the average number of non—members who attend Meeting
for Worship on a fairly regular bas1? — 5O -

13. Do you have a first day school? Yes X No

____

CH.ANGES DURING BIENNIUM

14. Number of new members

____

By convinement

_____

By transfer from other i

____

By parental request <
Birthright ‘

Please list the names of new birthright members.

__________

15. Please list the names of members lostby death. c’v-q
cv’ Ck:(f at.

Please send copies of any memorial minutes to the Treasurer so
they can be included in the minute of the June, 1993 sessions.
.. ..

-J- (,_4_1__ ç4_-,

16. Please li-t the names of members who transferred their
memberships to other Monthly Meetings. .._— -

C
I.’
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE FOR JOINT SERVICE PROJECTS

Since June of 1990, the American Friends Service Committee (AFSC)

and InterMountajn Yearly Meeting (IMYM) of the Religious Society

of Friends have jointly conducted a special form of discovery and

service involving youth and adults. Living in a nation of varied

and often conflicting value systems that tend to pull us away

from community, harmony (peace), simplicity and equality — the

foundational Quaker testimonies — we believed that something more

was needed to help us and our children find and share a new,

practical understanding of these testimonies. We seek to learn

more about peace and service from all with whom we meet and work,

using listening love and non-violence as our methods. Our com

mitment to service is also grounded in worship as vital to a

fully human life. (

Our projects are designed to connect small, intergenerational

groups of youth and adults (ages 13 and up — and not limited to

Friends) with the work of AFSC in three of its regional offices

which overlap within our yearly meeting. We open ourselves to

be guided by the Spirit into more informed, respectful ways to

live in peaceful balance with our planet and the many societies

which inhabit it.

Amended by Joint Service Projects Oversight Committee,

Albuquerque, NM 1/16/93
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Intermountain Yearly Meeting Tenth Day, Sixth Month, 1993
Report of the Finance Committee

The Finance Committee wishes that the Yearly Meeting consider
four points. They are:

1. Financial support for the FWCC Triennial.
2. Reserves
3. The cost of the Annual Gathering
4. Other expenses incurred by the Yearly Meeting.

We will expand on these points below.

1. Financial support for the FWCC Triennial.
How shall financial support of the requested $2900 for the
FWCC Triennial at Ghost Ranch in 1994 be funded?

Some options:

Use monies in the Triennial Reserve. These monies were
originally earmarked for FWCC travel outside IMYM’s
region. As of now, about $2,300 is in this fund. Each
year, a paper transfer of $1,200 is made into the fund.
The treasurer will make the transfer for 1993 this
month.

Use reserves. As of now, $6,000 is invested in the FGC
Meetinghouse Fund; those monies are our reserves.

Raise the assessment for a limited time to cover the
request.

2. Reserves.
Last year, the Yearly Meeting decide to spend down our
reserves. We are certainly doing that. Our bank account
balance has been severely depleted, and we have withdrawn
&1,500 from the FGC Meetinghouse Fund. We can’t continue
spending down our reserves indefinitely. The Finance
Committee recommends that we stop spending down the
reserves; otherwise, we will eventually have none. It has
been the position of the Yearly Meeting that reserves should
be about one-third of the budget.

3. The cost of the Annual Gathering

The cost of the Annual Gathering at Fort Lewis College last
year was about $4,150 than the total of registration, food,
and lodging. To address this problem, the Continuing
Committee at the Winter Meeting increased registration
costs. We don’t know exactly as of now how this increase
will affect our “bottom line”. The Annual Gathering in the
past several years has “lost money”.
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Moreover, is has been the position of the Yearly Meeting
that assessments should not be used to subsidize the Annual
Gathering. In reality, the reverse has been historically
true. Because of this, planners of future Annual Gatherings

should realize that the only way to cover the problem is

some combination of increasing registration fees and

controlling the cost of the Annual Gathering.

4. Other expenses incurred by the Yearly Meeting.

The Yearly Meeting has expenses other than those incurred by

the Annual Gathering, such as organizational travel,

contributions to Friends Bulletin, and the like. This is

what assessments are supposed to be used for. Expenses

covered by assessments have been increasing and will

continue to increase. Also, the Yearly Meeting has been and

will continue to be asked to fund ever more activities, such

as support for a Friends Center in Moscow, Russia. We
recommend increasing assessments by $5.00 for each member

for covering expenses that assessments are supposed to
cover.

Summary

The Yearly Meeting must be able to react to requests for

financial support for those pursuits it approves. At the
same time, the Yearly Meeting, and particularly the Finance

Committee, need to better forecast what requests for either
increased or new financial support might be brought to the
Yearly Meeting. Therefore, our financial commitments must
be a mixture of capitol- or resource-driven and expenditure-

or demand-driven. The problem is finding an acceptable
balance between the two.
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(
IMYM Approved Budet for 1993
(revised 12tn day, 6 month, 1993) Approved

INCOME Amount

Assessments $12,150.00

Contributions $100.00

Interest $450.00

Annual Meeting
Registration $4,700.00

Minutes & Dierctory $500.00

IMYM scholorship fund $250.00

TOTAL INCOME $18,150.00

DI SBEJRSEMENTS

General Administration $500.00

Contributions
Friends Bulletin
Brinton Visitor Fund
Third World Travel - FWCC

Travel
AFSC $850.00

FWCC $1,500.00

FWCC Triennial Reserve $1,200.00

Herberto Sein Fund (Mexico travel) $500.00

Brinton Comm. Rep. $200.00

Young Friends (CC-Tim Shaw fund) $750.00

SYF—JYF to CC $750.00

Officer Exchange $750.00

Continuing Comm. Travel $1,500.00

Quaker Youth Pilgrimage $300.00

Annual Meeting
JYM - child care and supplies $2,000.00
Resource Leaders $100.00

Insurance $275.00

Registration, Clerk, etc. $2,500.00
Extra day for officers $100.00
Worship Groups $50.00
SYF supplies, travel during IMYM, etc. $650.00

JYF supplies, travel during IMYM, etc. $400.00
Contigency (Ft. Lewis, misc.) $550.00
Meeting Rooms $700.00

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS $19,725.00

NET OPERATING LOSS $1,575.00

$2,800.00
$300 .00
$500 . 00
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING FINANCIAL REPORT FOR THE SIX MONTH PERIOD

ENDING 6/30/1993 page 1 of 2

INCOME
*Ass essments
Contributions

General $
Tim Shaw
Heberto Sien Fund
Brinton Visitor Fund

Interest
Checking Account $27.30

FGC Meetinghouse Fund $225.00

Yearly Meeting - Registration, Meals, Housing, etc. $22,732.60

TOTAL INCOME $29,110.60

DISBURSEMENTS
Friends Bulletin
Brinton Visitor Program
Travel

AFSC

Heberto Sein Fund
Continuing Committee
Western Gathering of Friends

Tim Shaw Fund to YM $
Expenses for the Yearly Meeting

at Fort Lewis College
Fort Lewis College for

housing, meals, misc. Not yet

Administrative Costs Not yet fully disbursed

Resource Leader
Insurance Not yet reconciled w/ insurance co.

Worship Sharing -

Junior Yearly Meeting
Senior Young Friends $
Junior Young Friends $
Commrnittees -

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS $10,103.32

* One Meeting has yet to pay its assessment

$5,999.00

94. 00
$
$35.00
$25 .00

FW CC

$2, 300 . 00
$0 .00

$705.00
$862.69
$503.00

$1,083. 50
$

450 .00

disbursed
$617.90

$1,000 . 00
$309.40

$1,746.31
300 . 52
225.00
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(
INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING FINANCIAL REPORT FOR THE SIX MONTH PERIOD

ENDING 6/30/1993 page 2 of 2

LOCATION OF FUNDS
Balance in Checking Account
Balance in FGC Meetinghouse Fund

$22,201.47
$6,000 .00

SPECIAL FUNDS
AFSC-IMYM JSP
Casa de los Amigos

#Triennial Reserve
@Tim Shaw Fund
Heberto Sein Fund

1/1/92

$211.00
$2,239.24

$799.28
$35 .00

Receipts
$1,300 .00

$400.00
$1,200 .00

$500 .00
$35 .00

Disbursements
$1,300 .00

$603.00

$450.00
$500.00

12/31/92

$8.00
$3,539.24

$849.28
($430.00)

4t $1,200 transferred from General Funds.

@ Includes $500.00 from General Funds.
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING FINANCIAL REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDING

12/31/1992 page 1 of 2

AFSC
FW CC
Heberto Sein Fund
Continuing Committee
Western Gathering of Friends
Tim Shaw Fund to YM

Expenses for the Yearly Meeting
at Fort Lewis College
Fort Lewis College for

housing, meals, misc.
Administrative Costs
Resource Leader
Insurance
Worship Sharing
Junior Yearly Meeting
Senior Young Friends
Junior Young Friends
Commmittees

$6, 625.00

$70 .00
100 .00
$35.00

$125.00

$2,300 .00
$0 .00

$408.74
$1,176.84

$500 .00
$1,043.20

$604.21
$197.00

$25,666.36
$2,728.58

$760.80
$325.08
$26.67

$1, 642.00
$250 .00
$400 .00
$142 .03

NET LOSS OR GAIN

Pass through contributios of $400 to FCNL Endowment Fund.

($797.36)

INCOME
Assessments
Contributions

General
Tim Shaw $
Heberto Sien Fund
Brinton Visitor Fund

Interest
Checking Account $470.67

FGC Meetinghouse Fund $450.00

Yearly Meeting - Registration, Meals, Housing $27,752.24

TOTAL INCOME $36,627.91

D I SEURSEMENTS
Friends Bulletin
Brinton Visitor Program
Travei

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS $37,425.27
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING FINANCIAL REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDING
12/31/1992 page 2 of 2

LOCATION OF FUNDS
Balance in Checking Account
Balance in FGC Meetinghouse Fund

$486.35
$7 ,500.00

SPECIAL FUNDS
AFSC-IMYM JSP

*Casa de los Amigos
#Triennial Reserve
@Tim Shaw Fund

1/1/92
$740 .00
$<21 .50>

$1,139.24
$696. 28

Receipts
$6,610 .00
$2,632.50
$1,200 .00

$600.00

Disbursements
$7 ,350 .00
$2,400 .00

$0 . 00
$497 .00

12/31/92

$211.00
$2,339.24

$799.28

* Includes $3.00 charge for a cashier’s check.
# $1,200 transferred from General Funds.
@ Includes $500.00 from General Funds.
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AH FRIEN FELLOWSHIP
PROPOSED M INLE NSA ME-SEX MA RR I AGE

From our belief that there is that of God in every person flows our testimony

in the equaliLv of all persons. We believe also that marriage is an itportan social

and religious institution. We wish to encourage committed relationships, whether

between same-sex or opposite-sey coLip!e. The Utah Frnds FeJIoship

supports the participation of monthly meetings and worship groups in same-sex

marriages, conducted in the same manner, and with the same care, as marriages for

opposite-sex couples.

1qI
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Albuquerque Monthly Meeting
o mz

Religious Society of Friends

Minute
May

The essence of intimacy between persons is a matter
of love, tenderness, fidelity and comrnittrnent. As a Monthly
Meeting we reach out in loving support to those who ask
for help in achieving and maintaining these qualities in
their relationships.

We believe it is consistent with Friends’ historical
faith and testimonies to adopt and practice a single standard
for all committed relationships that are under our care.
We are mindful that it is the Spirit which unites a couple,
and we are the witnesses thereof. We affirm our willingness,
as a Monthly Meeting, to hold appointed meetings to celebrate
and acknowledge couples’ relationships. We will hold them
in accordance with our traditional procedures, for both
opposite—gender and same-gender couples, when one or both
of the partners participate in our community as members
or attenders. We intend to follow the same customary and
careful process of arriving at clearness for all couples
who should wish to unite under our care, following Faith
and Practice.

We affirm the traditional Quaker concept of marriage
as a committed relationship between two people who share
their lives as equal partners1 We believe that because
such a partnership is a siiitüal union, it is appropriately
recognized at an appDinted meeting for worship among Friends
and within the presence arid,,, moving of the Spirit. It is
our belief that both the’ Meeting and the partners are
nourished by thiscèlebratipn.

We undeiiand that both opposite-gender and same-gender
couples may prefer- words other than “marriage” to describe
their union. We leavéi to the couple to name their union.

We recogn,ize this appointed meeting for the couple,
and the certificate signed during; that meeting, as the
only necessary puli’c exprssion of the union. The event
shall be recorded n the Meeting records, as is customary.
The Meeting will assist the couple with legal recording
requirements, if requested. For all couples, advice will
be available regarding legal arrangements for care of each
other, of family, and of property.

The essence of intimacy between persons is a matter
of love, tenderness, fidelity and committment. As a Monthly

( Meeting we reach out in loving support to those who ask
for help in achieving and maintaining these qualities in
their relationships.
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NEW MEXICO R E G I 0 N A LMEETING

May 14, 1993

of the RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

To: All affiliated Meetings, Preparatory Meetings, and Worship
Groups of Intermountain Yearly Meeting

New Mexico Regional Meeti i-tie administrator for Intermountin
Yearly Meeting in 1994 and 1995.) As such, we wish you to be aware

clie tollowing minute, dcp at our Regional Meeting in April
of 1993:

Minute 93—1: New Mexico Regional Meeting recommends to’ IMYM that
IMYM be held at Ghost Ranch, NM the first or second week of June,

1994 and 1995. The administration of IMYM, obtaining volunteers

for Executive Committee, providing for children’s programs, and so

on, will be much easier for NNRM at this site. NMRM suggests that

other regional meetings may also want to utilize sites that are
closer to them for ease in administering IMYM. NMRM is currently
planning IMYM at Ghost Ranch in 1994.

In Friendship,
;—;“ —/

::i itj ‘_7

Cathy T.irner
Clerk to New Mexico Regional Meeting
215 E. Houghton, *2
Santa Fe, NM 87501

7
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Quaker Regional Business Meeting Minutes
Black Range Lodge

Kingston, NM
7th day (

17 April 1993

Summary of Minutes I

______

1. Minute 93-1. New Mexico Regional Meeting recommends to IMYM that
IMYM be held at Ghost Ranch, NM the first or second week of June, 1994
and 199 5 fhe administration of IMYM, obtaining volunteers for Executive
Committee, providing for childrens programs, and so on, will be much easier

for NMRM .t this site. NMRM suggests that tha.t other regional meetings
may also want to utilize sites that are closer to them for ease in administering
IMYM. NMRM is currently planning IMYM at Ghost Ranch in 1994. __j

iMIiu.e 93-2. The sense of the meeting is to have a joint gathering of the
Arizona and New Mexico Friends at Gila on April 8 - 10, 1994. The meeting
also approved a minute of appreciation to Mark Elliott for his research on
Navajo Community College.

3. Minute 93-3. We recommend to the nominating committee to send one rep
resentative to FCNL, and to name one alternate. The nominating committee
needs to make it clear who is the representative and who is the alternate.

4. Minute 93-4. After some discussion, the sense of the meeting was that. the
people doing the site selection should make the choice of site for the Arizona

/ New Mexico Joint Gathering to be held April 8 - 10, 1994.

5. Minute 93-5. Now that each of our constituent monthly meetings has its
own newsletter, we release the Albuquerque Monthly Meeting from its long
standing commitment of sending its newsletter to all members and attenders
in our meetings and worship groups. In addition to continuing to send its
newsletter t.o the clerks and conenors of the trieetings and worship groups
in New Mexico Regional Meeting, Albuquerque Meeting offers to provide it.
to others requesting it either through their meeting or worship groups, or
directly as individuals.

1. Cathy Turner, Durango, opened the meeting with a list of the agenda items and a
request for additions.

(a) Mark Elliott, Gallup, asked to talk about a site for the joint gathering between
New Mexico and Arizona Friends. This was referred to the M & 0 meeting report.

(b) Vicky Aldrich, Las Cruces, asked us

• Not to put plastic in the recycling.
• To supervise all kids under 13 in the game room.

• To come to dinner at 5:45 for special needs and elders. Others at 6 as scheduled.
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(b rfle tax exempt certificate is being negotiated.

_________

c) & 0 decided that. we will go to Ghost Ranch for the 1994 lntermduntain Yearly
( Meeting. This is being done because Ghost Ranch is simple to do, and we do not

hae the human resources needed to go else where. Ghost Ranch cannot. have more
.JC than 450 people on the grounds at one time, and we would not likely have it all

to ourselves. We would register people on a first come first served basis. Current
attendance at FLC is within our limit at Ghost Ranch. Ve have an option of the
1 or 2 week of June. M & 0 recommends that the Yearly Meeting be in the
area of the sponsoring meeting. Hence, the location of the Yearly Meeting would
move every two to three years. M & 0 is asking the business meeting to approve a
minute to the 1993 Intermountain Yearly Meeting to have the 1994 Yearly Meeting
at Ghost Ranch.

i. Leave the 1 or 2nd week of June open in our minut.e to Yearly.
ii. How are we going to ration the space at Ghost. Ranch? First come first served.

iii. Why are we going back to Ghost Ranch? We don’t have the people to run the
Yearly Meeting. Ghost Ranch is the easiest place for us to manage. We are
specifically not. going to Ghost Ranch because of the gay/lesbian issue.

iv. Are we recommending that the Yearly Meeting being held at different places
in different years? Yes. We are recommending Ghost Ranch for the next two
years and then we recommend looking at the idea of moving the Yearly Meeting
closer to the area of the meeting that is responsible for running it..

v. Going to Ghost Ranch really helps with the children’s program. This has been
a problem at Ft. Lewis. Other regional meetings who become responsible for
Yearly Meeting could find new sites.

vi. What about people who register past the numbers allowed? We cannot allow
more people than the ranch can support. 450 is the maximum number allowed
on the ranch at any one time. This is not a question of the number of beds
and campsites. The ranch cannot have more than 450 visitors on the ranch at
any one time.

vii. This is not a Ghost Ranch mystic. Ve have very limited resources. Ve want.
to meet our obligations, but wç are having so much trouble filling posit ions.

viii. The meeting approved a minute to the Intermountain Yearly Meeting saying
that we will hold Yearly Meeting at Ghost Ranch for the next two years. The
minute should make it clear that we are doing this because we do not have the
resources to go elsewhere.

ix. Minute 93-1. New Mexico Regional Meeting recommends to IMYM that IMYM
be held at. Ghost Ranch, NM the first or second week of June. 1993 and 1994.
The administration of IMYM, obtaining volunteers for Executive Committee.
providing for children’s programs, and so on, will be much easier for NMRM at.
this site. NMRM suggests that. that other regional meetings may also want t.o
utilize sites that are closer t.o them for ease in administering BlYM. N!IRM
is currently planning IMYM at. Ghost Ranch in 1993.

(d) M & 0 heartily recommends a joint gathering with the Arizona half yearly meeting.
i. Mark Elliott, Gallup, has looked at. Navajo Community College, Tsaile. AZ.

It has several wonderful attributes, but it probably would not be available in
April because of school being in session.
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Nichoe Lichen, Chamisa, requested to reopen the business meeting after the meeting for
worship on 1 day, 18 April 1993, to reconsider the site for the Arizona / New vIexico Joint
Gathering.

1. Nichoe Lichen, Chamisa. We explored Camp Shiloh, just up the road from the Black
Range Lodge, as a possible site for the joint gathering. This would allow the people
who needed it to stay at the lodge, and others could stay at the camp. We could also
use both facilities for meetings. Camp Shiloh is a Baptist camp, and the minister is in
Albuquerque for the weekend. Her husband thought it would be ok, but be qualied his
remarks with the statement “1 am only her husband”. It looks better than Gila because
there are beds where people can stay, and the wheelchair access is better.

(a) Minute 93-4. After some discussion, the sense of the meeting was that the people.
doing the site selection should make the choice of site for the Arizona / New Mexico
Joint Gathering to be held April 8 - 10. 1994.

2. After Meeting for Worship on i day, 18 April 1993, Friends approved the following
mi flute.

(a) Minute 93-5. Now that each of our constituent monthly meetings has it.s own
newsletter, we release the Albuquerque Monthly Meeting from its long standing
commitment. of sending its newsletter to aU members and attenders in our meet
ings and worship groups. In addition to continuing to send its newsletter to the
clerks and convenors of the meetings and worship groups in New Mexico Regional
Meeting, Albuquerque Meeting offers to provide it to others requesting it. either
through t.heir meeting or worship groups, or directly as individuals.

/
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TO INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING OF FRIENDS FROM THE MONTHLY MEETINGS

OF ARIZONA HALF-YEARLY MEETING.

____________

_POSEDPREDURE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF A YEARLY MEE AlT AND

Although a minute was approved to develop an Intermountain Yearly

Meeting Faith and Practice at the 1990 business sessions held in

Durango, Colorado, a process for a committee to formulate such a

document has never been put forward.

The Monthly Meetings of Arizona recommend the following procedure to

develop a Faith and Practice. We ask that Intermountain Yearly

consider its implementation.

1. Each Monthly Meeting of Intermountain Yearly Meeting would select

one of its members to act as coordinator of a local group of
volunteers who are interested in working on a Faith and Practice.
The names of the coordinators would be sent to the Clerk of IMYM.

If a Meeting chooses not to have such a committee, all
correspondence regarding Faith and Practice matters would be sent
to its clerk for consideration by the Meeting.

2. The Nominating Committee of IMYM would choose a Convenor of the

Faith and Practice Committee from the list of coordinators.

3. The local groups would begin meeting to discuss ways in which the
committee might function.

4. The Convenor would meet with the coordinators in the fall of 1993
to decide on a process from the suggestions originating in local
meetings.

5. The travel expenses and lodging for the meeting of coordinators
would be borne by Intermountain Yearly Meeting.

6. With direction from the fall meeting, local Meetings would carry
out their responsibilities and the Convenor would report to
Continuing Committee and to the Yearly Meeting in 1994. Meetings
not in participation would continue to receive all mailings through
their clerks.

Copies to: Martin Cobin, Clerk
Randy Herrick-Stare, Continuing Committee Clerk

- Jim Hoffman, Treasurer
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SHARING Minute

“The Friends testimony on right (just/fair) sharing of world

resources grows from our fundamental belief that there is That of

God in every person. Because we are part of the vast web of life

and members of the community of the earth, our careful stewardship

of resources is required. We acknowledge the need for each f us

individually and corporately to develop an awareness of the

underlying assumptions and institutions of our economic system

which foster injustice and to move from that awareness. As

Friends, we seek the opportunity to share with others the gifts God

intended for all peoples; to participate constructively and without

greed in the economic life of the community; to make our lives a

testimony of fair dealing and the promotion of social justice; to

live simply that others may have the wherewithal to live; and to

conserve the world’s resources on the one hand and share them

fairly among all peoples on the other hand.”

Proposed Minute suggested by Pirria Friends Meeting

for consideration at 1993 IMYM Plenary Session

(

(
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ARTICLE II

Section 16a. Rights of crime victims. Any person who is a victim of a

criminal act, or such person’s designee, legal guardian. or surviving immedi

ate family members if such person is deceased, shall have the right to be

heard when relevant, informed, and present at all critical stages of the crimi

nal justice process. All terminology, including the term “critical stages”, shall

be defined by the general assembly.

As enacted November 3, 1992 — Effective upon proclamation of the Gov

ernor. (See Laws 1991, p. 2031.)

j Section 30b. No Protected Status Based on Homosexual, Lesbian or

Bisexual Orientation. Neither the State of Colorado, through any of its

branches or departments, nor any of its agencies, political subdivisions.

I municipalities or school districts, shall enact, adopt or enforce any statute,

J regulation, ordinance or policy whereby homosexual, lesbian or bisexual on

J entation, conduct, practices or relationships shall constitute or otherwise be

j the basis of or entitle any person or class of persons to have or claim any

minority status quota preferences, protected status or claim of discrimina

tion. This Section of the Constitution shall be in all respects self-executing.

Enacted by the people November 3, 1992 — Effective upon proclamation

‘..fte_Governor.

_________________

Editor’s note: Although this section was numbered as section 30 as ii appeared on the ballot.

for ease oflocation it has been numbered as section 30b:

ARTICLE VII

Section 7. General election. The general election shall be held on such

day as may be prescribed by law.

As amended November 3, 1992 — Effective upon proclamation of the

Governor. (See Laws 1992, p.2316.)

ARTICLE IX

Education

Section 1. Supervision of schools - board of education. (1) The general

supervision of the public schools of the state shall be vested in a board of

3

— . .—.
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The Peaceable Kingdom Project
4353 East 119th Way, Thornton, Colorado 80233

(303) 452—3750
CompuServe 71223,770 Internet 71223.770@compuserve.corn

January 28, 1993

Intermountain Yearly Meeting
do Martin Cobin, Clerk
1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder
Colorado 80304

Dear Martin and Friends:

I regret to inform you that I will not be attending Interrnountain
Yearly Meeting at Fort Lewis College, Durango, Colorado, this year, as I feel
led to honor the boycott of conventions at Colorado locations aimed at
encouraging a repeal of Colorado’s Amendment 2.

I am saddened by this development, as I’ d looked forward to IMYM
this year, to seeing old friends and participating in IMYM activities.

It seems likely that I will observe a courteous vigil throughout the
duration of the yearly meeting, alongside the main highway from Farming-
ton, New Mexico, to Durango, just south of the Colorado state line, and
spend my nights at a campground in northern New Mexico. But all is in
God ‘ s hands. I shall endeavor to remain open to further leadings.

May God bless and guide your efforts at LMYM this year.

Sincerely,
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Religious Society of Friends

June 13, 1993

Junior Yearly Meeting

1st, 2nd and 3rd Grades

We sailed our boats. My boat went down the river.

We did a play. I liked the royal idiots and the gymnasts and the royal
jumpers.

We went to New Mexico. And we saw ancient Anasazi ruins. It’s like a
maze. You go through a low door. We pretended spirits locked us in. And
Grandmother Spider got us out.

We went to May Day campground. We saw the fairy house that Dave
discovered. Then we found the fairy king’s chair and the fairies’ hideouts.

Tom Carr told us good stories every day. And we made friends. It was a lot
of fun.

4th, 5th and 6th Grades

Having learned that “epistle” is a word that comes from Latin, this group wrote and
drew on a large scroll about 14 feet long, working in bright colors with paint and
markers. They dressed in bed-linen togas to present their work to the meeting.

The messages included paintings of flowers, frees, hills, the swimming pooi, many
hands, rainbows, people playing soccer, feet that walk cheerfully, IMYM in logo
style and several messages:

Many people had a smile. Family is everything.

Parents want to get rid of you. Babysitting. But we got to do what we wanted to. So
we won’t be bored.

EMYM fun; walk cheerfully. I’m here by choice. Many hands working together!
Why do the want to get rid of us? We’re the children. So they can have quiet time.

Kids make me feel really happy; they help me walk lightly on the earth (an adult
volunteer).

Friends. Walk cheerfully.
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Religious Society of Friends

June 13, 1993

Report of the Junior Young Friends

Our thanks to those who helped us make this yearly meeting a good experience,
especially Art Warner, Nina McDonald and Kate Glaberman.

At Fort Lewis we had discussion groups on violence in our culture and on non
violence. We held meeting for worship every day. We played soccer, basketball
and a detective game, “The Murderous Wink of an Eye.

We took a trip to a conference center called Endaba; it was a good idea. Endaba
is Spanish for gathering place, and there was a lodge with many bedrooms, six
bathrooms and a large kitchen. We swam in the naturally heated pool, hiked and
played card games.

This year we all got along well; there was no teasing and no cliques. Everyone
was nice to each other.

Next year our clerk will be Rosaruby Glaberman; the assistant clerk will be Etta
Hilligoss. Regional representatives are Elias (?) for Arizona, Etta Flilligoss and
Hannah Hilligoss for Colorado; Rosaruby Glaberman and Sierra Stockdale for
New Mexico; and Nick Sanders and Rebecca Macloud (?) for Utah. Our adult
coordinator will be Nina McDonald.

Peter Herrick-Stare
Co-Clerk

(
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Religious Society of Friends

June 13, 1993

IMYM’s Young Friends Greet Friends Everywhere:

On the 9th through the 13th days of the sixth month of 1993, Intermountain Yearly
Meeting’s Senior Young Friends have walked cheerfully through the halls of Bader B at
Fort Lewis College, creating new friendships and renewing old ones.

We developed a strong sense of community, incorporating the new members. This
sense of community was strengthened by the intergenerational worship sharing and
other activities. We look forward to continuing to build our relationships with each
other and the adults through more intergenerational programs next year.

Senior Young Friends discussed several controversial topics such as same sex marriage.
We began to explore the topic and attempted to understand our attitudes and
prejudices.

We grew closer as we shared such experiences as sculpey sculpting and mattress
moving. Also, we discovered closed cheeseballs, jello cubes, and the proper etiquette
involved with each. We grew to know each other’s eccentricities in all of their diversity.
Charlotte had sexy knees and of course Josh’s hair always looked nice. Together we
roasted marshmallows, gumniibears and Tivas.

The Senior Young Friends would like to thank Connie Gould and Jessica Miller for
being our adult coordinators. We are also very grateful for all the time Sabrina Godfrey
and Melanie Brooks have given us in their two years as co-clerks. All the best of luck to
our new clerks Matt Kowal and Caitlin Taylor. We love you, and well support you.

Melanie Brooks and Sabrina Godfrey
Co-Clerks, Senior Young Friends

Here we are together
Thinking of the fun we had
We walked the road of love and happiness
We touched nature’s hand
by walking the road of her freedom.
It was nice to swim in the pool provided by our friends.
Our group got along like no time before.
Now we have to part,
but we will keep on living.
We hope that this experience will come to us next year.

Sincerely,
Junior Young Friends
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Religious Society of Friends

Senior Young Friends
Minute on Registration Requirements
June 13, 1993

The Senior Young Friends have had much discussion about each person
signing a written agreement before coming to yearly meeting. We have
reached consensus on several changes to the registration material.

1. We have decided to eliminate a signed agreement from the registration
booklet.

2. A list of agreements and expectations will be included in the
registration packet. This will not require a signature.

3. At the first Senior Young Friends business meeting at IMYM 1994, the
agreement and expectations will be reviewed.

4. Senior Young Friends will watch each other to make sure the
agreements and expectations are met.

5. If Senior Young Friends feel a need, a committee will be established so
the Friends with concerns and problems will have someone to come
to.

The Senior Young Friends hope that these steps can be carried out by Senior
Young Friends and the Registrar.
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Religious Society Of Friends

Sixth Month 13, 1993

Greetings to Friends Everywhere:

The 19th annual gathering of Intermountain Yearly Meeting met at Fort Lewis College, Durango,
Colorado, from June 9 through 13, 1993. Three hundred Friends from Colorado, Utah, Arizona,
New Mexico and Mexico City, with numerous visitors from around the country and around the
world, gathered for four days of business and fellowship.

Our first major effort to integrate the Senior Young Friends with the more senior parts of the
meeting was a very positive experience for all. This effort will be seasoned in preparation for next
year to better balance the need for intergenerational understanding and the need of the Senior
Young Friends to develop as a supportive community within the meeting. The Junior Yearly
Meeting and Junior Young Friends are growing both in numbers and in direction.

The meeting dealt with issues which are by their nature divisive. Yet we have addressed these
issues with love and with respect for the differences in opinion and practice among us. We feel
strengthened in our sense of community even while honoring the diversity of our membership.

As our keynote speaker, Eric Johnson, a Friend from Pennsylvania and a teacher, education
consultant and author, set the tone for our meeting by exhorting us to walk cheerfully in the face of
adversity. He gave us numerous examples of people who have brought their capacity for joy and
humor into difficult situations, often bringing healing in the process. With his encouragement,
many Friends added our own examples and experiences to this testimony of the power of good
humor.

We followed Friend Johnson’s leading by gathering for song and skits, campfires and camp outs.
We planted more than 1 ,000 flowers as an intergenerational service project. Our sense of
community is strengthened by this time spent together.

We struggled with the conflict brought by the passage of Amendment 2 to the Colorado
constitution, an act which prohibits the state and its political subdivisions from passing any law or
ordinance protecting gay, lesbian and bisexual people from discrimination. Our largest single
block of membership is located in Colorado, and Colorado Friends have been engaged in opposing
this amendment and its implementation. After considerable soul searching, we have reached
consensus that we will continue to meet at Fort Lewis College for at least another year and use our
presence to witness against this discriminatory constitutional provision.

The issue of same sex marriage was brought before our meeting in a threshing session. Our
diversity of opinion and belief was expressed honestly and compassionately. Even with the
atmosphere of respect maintained in this session, we felt the pain of strong beliefs in conflict in a
community. We hold each other in the light as we continue to struggle organizationally and
spiritually with this issue.

We heard reports from wider Quaker organizations such as Friends Committee on National
Legislation, the American Friends Service Committee, Friends World Committee for Consultation
and its Right Sharing of World Resources project. Our awareness of the international fellowship
among Friends has been strengthened through this experience.

We look forward to welcoming Friends from around the world when Intermountain Yearly
Meeting hosts the FWCC Triennial Conference in August of 1994 at Ghost Ranch in Abiquiu,
New Mexico.

Martin Cobin, Clerk
1720 Linden, Boulder, CO 80302
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JüiE 12, 1993

To the Editor,

Durango Herald

Intermountain Yearly Meeting of the Religious Societ of Friends
(Quakers) has been meeting in Durango, Colorado for the past five years.
Quakers from Colorado and the adjoining states have enjoyed conducting
business and experiencing spiritual renewal and fellowslnp below the beautiflul
San Juan Mountains.

Quakers strive to honor “that of God in everyone.” This year after passage
of Amendment 2, Friends in our Meetings have struggled with how to respond in
keeping with their faith. We value and accept all among us, including gay,
lesbian. and bisexual people. After numerous discussions this year, we have
adopted the following statement:

“As Friends, we declare that our faith calls us to value that of God in
every person. We encourage a vision of wholeness that does not exclude
people because of their culture or identity. We seek to foster love and
understanding, and to lessen hatred, intolerance and fear.

We recognize the sufferings of lesbian, gay and bisexual people in
Colorado and elsewhere, and we honor their witness against injustice.

Therefore, Intermountain Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of
Friends supports Monthly Meetings in spirit-based, nonviolent witness
against injustice in all its forms. This includes witness against
Amendment 2 (Article II. Section 30B of the ‘Zonsritution of Colorado).
We declare this in a spirit of love. which is The root Lf faith.”

We want to thank the people of LaPlata County who voted against
Amendment 2. We wish to continue meeting in Durango, and the position of the
local voters and their sensitivity to sexual minorities has made the prospect of our
return easier.

//6Wr
Martin Cobin
Clerk
Intermountain Yearly Meeting of Friends
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ATTENDANCE AT INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
06/13/1993

* TODDLERS PRESCHOOL PRIMARY MIDDLE JYF SYF SYF Older
0—2 3—5 6—7 8—12 13 14—17 18—21 Friends Total

o 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 3
AFSC — DES MOINES

• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
• BEAR CREEK, IOWA
• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

BERKELEY
0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 1 1

ChARLOTTE, NC
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2

CORVALLIS
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

DAVIS, CA
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2

• GERMANTOWN, PA
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2

GRASS VALLEY
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

HEARTLAND, MT (NPYM)
o o 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

HiLL COUNTRY
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2

LA JOLLA, CA
o o 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

MEXICO CITY
• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

NORTHAMPTON, MA
• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

PASADENA AFSC
0 0 0 0 0• 0 0 1 1

SAN ANTONIO, TX
o 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2

SAN FERNANDO VALLEY
o o o .0 o o 0 1 1

SCATTERGOOD SCHOOL
o o 0 0 0 1 0 2 3

STRAWBERRY CREEK
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

WIDER QUAKER FELLOW
0 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 4

Region totals:
0 1 0 2 1 2 0 26 32

*Note: The age groupings can be calculated by computer; however, individuals
may have chosen different groups with their hearts — eg.., SYFs & JYF5.
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ATTENDANCE AT INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
06/13/1993

* TODDLERS PRESCHOOL
0—2 3—5

ARIZONA HALF-YEARLY MEETING
FLAGSTAFF

0 0
PHOENIX

1 0
PIMA

0 0
PRESCOTT WG

o o
TEMPE

0 0

Region totals:
1 0

COLORADO REGIONAL MEETING

0
BOULDER

0
FORT COLLINS

0
GRAND VALLEY

0
MOUNTAIN VIEW

3 2 2

Region totals:
3 2 3

*Note: The age groupings can be calculated by computer; however, individuals
may have chosen different groups with their hearts — eg., SYFs & JYFS.

PRIMARY MIDDLE JYF SYF SYF Older
6—7 8—12 13 14—17 18—21 Friends Tot

0 0 0 0 0 2 2

0 0 0 0 0 6 7

0 0 0 3 0 8 11

0 1 1 0 0 4 6

0 6 3 3 0 12 24

0 7 4 6 0 32 50

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1 0

2 1

4 1

4 1

4 2

15 5

1

3

2

1

5

12

o 2 4

1 27 34

(
2 8

0 9 16

1 27 46

4 73 117
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ATTENDANCE AT INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
06/13/1993

TODDLERS PRESCHOOL PRIMARY MIDDLE JYF SYF SYF Older

0—2 3—5 6—7 8—12 13 14—17 18—21 Friends Total

• NEW MEXICO REGIONAL MEETING
ALBUQUERQUE

0 0 0 2 0 0 2 12 16

• DURANGO
o 0 0 3 1 1 1 16 22

GALLUP
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 4

GILA
0 0 0 5 0 5 0 4 14

LAMB’S COMMUNITY WG
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2

• LAS CRUCES
o i 0 0 0 2 0 2 5

MANCOS WG
V 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

SANTA FE
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4

Region totals:
3 1 0 10 1 10 3 40 68

JTAH FRIENDS FELLOWSHIP V

LOGAN
0 1 1 2 0 0 0 6 10

MOAB WORSHIP GROUP
0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 4

SALT LAKE
0 0 1

V

3 0 2 2 11 19

Region totals:
0 1 2 5 0 5 2 18 33

TotaL by age group
7 5 5 39 11 35 9 189 300

V *Note: The age groupings can be calculated by computer; however, individuals

may have chosen different groups with their hearts — eg., SYFs & JYFs.
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KENNETH E. BOULDING

18 January 1910 — 18 March 1993

But as the seed must grow into the tree,
So life is love, and love the end must be.

from Sonnet V
There is a Spirit: The Nayler Sonnets

The death of Kenneth Boulding, renowned intellectual and Quaker, is a profound loss

to members of the Boulder Meeting of Friends. We deeply grieve with his family and his

many friends and colleagues, who span the globe he loved so well. But as we grieve, our

hearts overflow with gratitude for his life and the gifts he unreservedly gave to us. Kenneth

epitomized the ideal of walking cheerfully over the earth, even as he walked toward death,

and found many ways to speak to that of God in each of us. He brought to vivid life

the past, the mysteries of evolution and science (from the cosmic to the subatomic), the

Scriptures, and piercing glimpses of Truth, and he gave them all to us.

Kenneth was born in 1910 in Liverpool, England, the only child of a plumber. He was

raised by his parents and his aunts, who showered affection on him. They were devout

Methodists, his grandfather a circuit preacher. His family and teachers recognized his

brilliance early, and so he made his way to Oxford University. There he became a Quaker

because of his commitment to pacifism. He won a Commonwealth Fellowship that brought

him to the University of Chicago for two years, and finally he emigrated to the United States

in 1937. Kenneth first met Elise Biorn Hansen in 1941 at a Quaker Meeting in Syracuse,

New York. They were engaged in eighteen days and married two months later. Kenneth and

Elise had four sons and a daughter, and ultimately sixteen grandchildren.

During his career as an economist, Kenneth taught at Edinburgh University, Colgate

College, McGill University, Iowa State University, and the University of Michigan, as well

as in Japan and Jamaica. In 1967 the Bouldings settled in Boulder where both Kenneth

and Elise taught at the University of Colorado, she in sociology and he in economics.
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After retirement in 1980, he continued as a research associate and project director at the

Institute of Behavioral Science. He also enthusiastically became an itinerant professor,

nearly every semester moving to a different college or university to share his wit and

wisdom. In his academic life, he developed new fields, including grants economics, conflict

resolution and peace studies, general systems theory, and environmental economics. He

wrote almost 40 books and three volumes of poetry, and published more than 800 articles.

He received 36 honorary degrees, numerous awards and honors, and was nominated for Nobel

prizes in economics and peace. His spiritual beliefs had a strong effect on his intellectual

development, and his intellect contributed significantly to Quaker thought and practice.

Kenneth Boulding’s life was extraordinary in every way. he manifested the very best

of Quaker ideals. Spontaneously honest, he ceaselessly pushed toward more refined truths,

and sustained hope even in the darkest of times. He had an unswerving and clear vision of

what he wanted to do, and that was to make the world a better place. He also possessed a

magical ability to take disparate threads and lead us transfixed toward an insight — always

new, always fresh and unexpected, always searching. A wild-idea man, he entretained even

the smallest concepts with curiosity, arid as he tested them they became grist for his genius.

Usually working on several things at once, he created poetry and watercolors and clay

architectural models alongside his most rigorous intellectual work.

As cancer sapped his energy, his purity of spirit strengthened. Those who visited him

left renewed. He greeting visitors with delight and treated us to snippets of Gilbert &

Sullivan, joyous descriptions of his life, musings on history or God or nature — whatever

he was thinking. His optimism was boundless, even to the end. Kenneth’s loving kindness

extended outward to all, without judgement or reservations. But we will remember best his

humor and his love and gentle guidance, which inspired us.
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MEMORIAL MINUTE FOR ALICE DEUTSCH

Alice Deutsch was the second of seven children born to Charles

and Mary Alice Standing on October 30, 1896, at their farmhouse

near Eariham, Iowa. Except for a summer session at Iowa Falls
College,: she attended only Quaker schools including Olney
Boarding School in Ohio and Penn College in Iowa. She taught
four years in Quaker elementary schools.

In 1921 she and Carroll Johnson were married under the care of
Bear Creek Friends Meeting, Eariham, Iowa. Two daughters soon
brought much joy to their lives. Carroll and Alicefarraed: at
several Iowa locations. The last thirteen years they had a
dairy near Penn College where they roomed, employed, and enjoyed
working with young college men. Working in the milkhouse,
gardening, and supporting her daughters’ activities were among
her joys. After years of Carroll’s failing health, they
ceased farming and soon Alice provided a custodial home for
aged ladies.

Following Carroll’s death in 1951, Alice remodeled an old home
in Earlham where she continued sharing her labor and love with
the elderly. In 1962 she married Emil Deutsch under the care
of Des Moines Friends Meeting. Following their retirement and
Emil’s crippling stroke, they moved to Buckeye, Arizona, in 1969
to be near her daughter and husband. In 1978 they became
residents of Glencroft Retirement Community in Glendale, Arizona.
There Alice served on the Social Committee, was an enthusiastic
participant in shuffleboard and scrabble games, and shared her
love for plants arid flowers. She spent many summers visiting
her sister who lived in their cherished birthplace with ‘1its
beautiful oak trees” and in Colorado with her other daughter’s
family. Emil passed away in December, 1982.

Alice’s family and Quaker heritage were very important and
dear to her. Many times she responded generously to family
needs. She was a lifelong member of Bear Creek Friends Meeting
and a sojourn member of Phoenix Friends Meeting where she
served as a member of the Ministry and Oversight Committee.

With much love and gratitude for being a part of her life, her
family bids Mother and Grandmother goodbye, knowing her love
and spirit will remain a part of each of our lives. She is
survived by her daughters and their spouses, Marie and Roy
Clark of Glendale, Arizona, and Carolyn and Al Johnson of
Durango, Colorado, one sister, Elsie Osborn of Eariham, Iowa,
nine grandchildren, twelve great grandchildren, and one great
great—grandOhild
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Memorial Minute for Dorothy Freeburg

I was born to Martin Luther Dumble and Pearl Arline Minor
Dumble on June 21, 1910, at Marion Ohio.

I was baptised and confirmed in St. Paul’s Episcopal
Church in Marion, Ohio. The confirmation was performed by
Bishop Frank Du Moulin in April, 1920.

My husband of ten years, Victor 0. Freeburg, had been
baptised and confirmed in the Swedish Lutheran Church,
Augustan Synod. Victor taught for two years at Haverford
College. Among his Quaker friends was Henry Cadbury, who
later on in our marriage, became a good friend of both Victor
and me.

After Victor’s death in January, 1953, I applied for
membership in the Cambridge, Massachusetts, Society of Friends
and became a member of that meeting in December, 1953. When
I moved to Phoenix in September, 1959, I later transfered my
membership from Cambridge Meeting to Phoenix Meeting.

I taught school from 1933 to 1981, beginning in 1933 at
the Y.W.C.A., Columbus Ohio. This was in the “Leisure-Time
School” that the Y.W.C.A. offered to the unemployed. I com
pleted my 48 years of teaching with the Laubach Program at
Wesley Community Center in 1981 and with the Adult Learning
Center, Phoenix Union High School District, in 1981. In
between I taught for 15 years at Phoenix College (1959—1975)
and briefly at schools in other parts of the world, including
Robert College in Istanbul.

I am grateful to God for a good marriage and for a satis
fying teaching career. I leave •the message of the Twenty-Third
(XXIII) Psalm, King James version, as a source of great comfort
to me in my life.

She died peacefully in her sleep on April 15, 1993.
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Memorial Minute for Nancy L. Hedgecock -

Nancy L. Hedgecock, born August 5,1922, chose to”go home” March 9,1992. She entered

-.nto membership with Pima Meeting January 13,1963.Today she is unknown to most Meeting

members- A few can recall her deeply committed public social action in the ‘50s and ‘60s.

Health problems of her husband Gordon who took his own life earliere in 1991, followed

by her own serious health decline over many years frustrated Meeting involvenent for her.

However, she retained a few close relationships, usually on a one-to—one or on a very small
-J-4-t--

group.basis. in which she offered a ministry taht was unusually sensitive and spiritual.
•

/
• A creative artist, she spent eh time in solitude, often in remote areaf natural

beauty, putting into poetry deep insights. At the same time she could summon a very colorful

Anglo—Saxon vocabulary to express intense indignation about social injustices. An interestin

In March 1992 some Pima Friends received a note reading, “When you receive this letter

from me, I will have ended what some call ‘life’, but what I call ‘life by half’. Death is

e other half,the necessary balance.
I am aware that some of my friends will feel anger at my decision. I am truly sorry to

cause you pain, but this is a. decision I made long ago.

I believe that the love I gave and received is endless, is in fact a part of theuniverse

in some small energy form.

• My life has been rich and varied, exciting and interesting, and there have been very few

days when I have not had moments of pure joy, the senses stretched, the little miracles

touching my heart.

God keep you.

Thank you for sharing your love with me.”

It should be recoreded that she found special joy in sharing her awareness of the joy

within through volunteerr art teaching of young childre4ri her local school.

Nan asked that 3 of her many poems(unpublished) be read.They are attached, and she added

that the final line of one,”I am going home”, is exactly what I feel.

We believe that Friends everywhere would be enriched by this final poetic ministry of

a very special woman.

There is a surviving son unknown to the Meeting. 58
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LORA DEEHE LENOIR (1907-1991)

Surely Lora Lenoir lived a life in the Light. Her
radiant smile lighted up every rocm she entered. Highly trainedand disciplined through her educational studies and legal back—ground, she focused her deep sp4 ritual faith and concern for
the poor and the homeless, applying her organization] skills
effectively and unstintingly through many religiously and
politically—socially—oriented groups, always motivated by her
Quaker, Christian Science and Unity faith. She was a person ofstaunch integrity and gracious humor.

Lora served in Tucson Friends Church as clerk of the
meetinS, as clerk of Ministry and Council, as treasurer and as
First Day school teacher. She was clerk in the United Society
of Women Friends, active in Friends United Meeting, and served
as delegate to MInistry and Council to the Califcrnia Yearly
Meeting (now the Southwest Yearly Meeting), attending it fcr
several years. She transferred her me:nhership from Tucsun rianus
Church to Pima Friends Meetin when the former changed its
name to Northwest Community Friends Church and moved away from
Warren Avenue.

An active rneLnber of the Pima Friends i’2eeting In Thcson,Arizona, Lora was a founding member of the Interfaith Coalitionfor the Homeless anã served on the committee which orEanizedOperation Deepfreeze, a program to locate, transport, shelterand feed homeless people during cold winter nights. She was
president of the state board of the League of’ Women Voters
and a board member of the Southern £rizon char of the AmericanCivil Liberties Union.

Lora represented Pina Friends Meeting when she served
on the Tucson Ecumenical Councli and chaired the committee
“Christmas in September” in Churcn Women United, which dis
tributed Christmas gifts to migrant and IndIan children and
to women in prison.

Before moving to Arizona Lora helped founds cooperatiye
nursery school in Atlanta, Georgia and contributee to law reviews,
sometimes co—authoring them with her husband, James J. Leno1r,Incedeceased, a law professor at the University of Arizona.

Born in Fairland, Illinois, Lora earned her doctorate in
international law in 1932 frou Radcliffe College, after being
graduated from the University of Il1inoi in 1927 with a degree
in political science. She was a member of Phi Beta Kapoa,
Alpha Lambda Delta, Phi Kappa Epsilon, Alpha Sigma Nu, Torch,
and Nu.

Lora enthusiastIcally spiritually and financially sup
ported causes, concerns and individuals she cared about deeply,
and which fostered good relations.
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Lora Deere Lenoir

She is survived by three sone: James Carter Lenoirand Robert Lenoir of Tucsoi, AZ, William J. Lenoir of Tampa,FL, and two daughters: Lora Jean iabura of Tucson, AZ, andKatherine K. Knepper of Reno, NV; two sisters, Harriet DeereAshbrock of San C1errente, CA ndiiabel Deere Mawn of Aihambra,CA; five grandchildren and one reat-grandchi1d.
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ELIZABETH (MOEN) MATHIOT

Elizabeth Mathiot (Betsy Moen) died March 11, 1993, of a heart attack in Madurai,

India, shortly after her 54th birthday. She was on sabbatical leave from the University of

Colorado, where she was on the faculty of the Sociology Department.

She was born in Chicago, Illinois to John and Charlotte Williams, and grew up in

Hickory, North Carolina, where she graduated from Lenoir-Rhyne College with a degree

in medical technology. After graduation she worked in medical research at Johns Hopkins

School of Medicine in Baltimore, Maryland, a job she enjoyed very much. She married

Thomas Moen in 1964.

Later, after working as a volunteer on population issues with the Sierra Club, Elizabeth

decided to further her studies and received a PhD degree in demography and sociology

from Johns Hopkins School of Public Health. She taught at the University of Oregon in

Eugene before coming to CU in 1976. Her areas of interest were demography, human

ecology, women’s studies; in the last few years her research concentrated in the area of

grass-roots development. She conducted research in Oregon on the needs of the rural

elderly and impacts of development. At CU she did research on the social impacts of energy

development on Colorado’s Western Slope, and more recently on grass- roots development

movements in south India.

In Boulder she began attending meetings of the Religious Society of Friends (Quakers)

and became a member of the Boulder Meeting in 1984. She was always concerned about

poverty and inequality and these concerns crystallized during her 1983—84 sabbatical trip

to Asia and India into a passionate commitment that permeated her life and her research.

The motto of the Right Sharing of World Resources, “Live simply, that others may simply

live,” became the cornerstone of her personal life, one that she struggled with, examining

and reexamining her life with relentless honesty in trying to find how she was meant to

live, and in challenging her friends and her Meeting to live up to our ideals of truth and

simplicity. She was on the national board of Right Sharing of World Resources, and helped

evaluate for them both funding proposals and ongoing projects in India. She was also deeply
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concerned with the plight of refugees in the US, visited the border region, and was very

active in Boulder Meeting’s efforts in this area. Sharing was a fundamental principle of her (
personal life; she gave generously of herself and her financial resources whenever she saw

that someone was in need.

These concerns were reflected in her teaching and inspired her students at the University

of Colorado. She was a major force in developing on the Boulder campus the International

and National Voluntary Service Training (INVST) program, which trains students in

community building and nonviolent approaches to social change; she served as its acting

director in 1992.

Her research became focused on practical aspects of economic and social justice and

of women’s equality. She returned for several extended periods to India’s Tamilnadu State,
studying grass-roots self-help movements, and especially women’s role in these movements,

in the hope of making them as effective as possible. Her study has been published in India

and is being published in the US. At the time of her death she was beginning a project to

learn more about female infanticide in India.

With her passion for economic and social justice came naturally a profound respect for
religions and cultures and an abiding interest in studying them. Elizabeth also took much
joy in nature, from the mountains of Nepal, to the tidepools of the Oregon coast, to the tiny
little flowers everywhere. She also had a whimsical sense of humor that helped her through
difficult times and delighted her friends.

Although Elizabeth and Tom decided to end their marriage last year, they remained
closest friends. In addition to Tom, she is survived by a large international community of
friends, whose lives she has touched deeply, who celebrate her life, and who will miss her
greatly.
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ADAM ALFRED RISTAD

16 August 1911 — 31 March 1993

Adam A. Ristad died at home in Nederland, Colorado, on March 31. He suffered from
Alzheimer’s disease and was under the loving care of his daughter Dona Smith, when he
died.

Adam was born in i9ii in Long Branch, New Jersey, the son of a Norwegian ship’s
engineer, and grandson of a ship’s captain. After spending the first fifteen years of his life
with his grandmother in New York, he joined the Merchant Marines instead of going to
high school. He worked “up the hawsepipe” from cabin boy to Chief Mate, serving a total
of 20 years on oil tankers and freighters all around the world. At age 35 he went into the
advertising business in California and the southwest.

A growing interest in Quakerism took him in a different direction in the 1950s, and he
began to work as a fund raiser for the American Friends Service Committee. After passing
his GED he entered the University of Utah at age 45, and obtained his BA at the University
of Colorado when he was 50. At age 53 he received an MA in History from CU. He taught
history, anthropology, and economics at high schools in Nederland, Broomfield, Rio de
Janeiro and Boulder for 16 years.

Adam volunteered extensively for the American Friends Service Committee, Legal Aid
Services, and Hospice. He was an active member of the Boulder Meeting of Friends, Sons of
Norway, the Democratic party, and other academic and historical societies. He was on the
Board of Directors for the American Norwegian Museum in Decorah, Iowa.

In 1985, he worked in Tucson, Arizona, for the Sanctuary movement, helping to bring
political refugees from Guatemala and El Salvador across the border and into Canada. He
was an active hiker, folk dancer, political activist, peace advocate, and amateur actor. Upon
diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease he requested that when he died his brain be donated to the
CU Medical School for research.
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Memorial Minute for William Sirnkin

Pima Monthly Meeting of IMYM benefitted for 17 years by

an exemplar in Quaker spirit and conduct, faith and practice,

in the person of William C Bill ) E. Simkin, who died in

Haverford , PA on . He was a birthright member,

having been born into Poplar Ridge Meeting in upstate New

York in 1907. He and Ruth Commons Simkin transferred their

membership here from Swarthmore Meeting.

Referred to in the New York Times as “Government’s chief
labor peacemaker , he had been appointed by John F. Kennedy

as director of the Federal Mediation and Conciliation

Service, and Presidcnt Johnson retained him.

Former president of the National Academy of Arbitration,

a Harvard Professor, and author of a major book in his field,

“Mediation and the Dynamics of Collective Bargaining”, his

contributions to the field of mediation are a matter of

public record and evidenced his deep commitment to the Quaker

peace testimony. His deeply rooted Quakerism was also
expressed in a lifelong involvement in the Society of

Friends.

At Oakwood Seminary and at Earlham College ( on the
board of which he later served ) Bill’s enthusiastic

participation and leadership were noted. He was captain of

Eariham’s football team in his senior year and later coached

football at Brooklyn Friends School. Bill was a believer in

football, Ruth says, because it offered youth many life
lessons such as team cooperation, requirements for
enthusiastic participation, cultivation of leadership, and
necessity for appropriate constraints.

Bill entered the field of teaching and after serving as

principal at a public high school in upstate New York he
moved to Brooklyn Friends School where both he and Ruth
taught, and where he coached football even as he studied
economics at Columbia.

Clarence Pickett’.C also an Ear lhamite_) visited Bill and
Ruthn their Brooklyn apartment inUi1Thry, 1931, telling

them of a need for them in the West Virginia coal fields

where AFSC had projects to help rebuild lives and communities

of displaced miners. They accepted the challenge and Ruth
tells us that she and Bill agreed that the subsequent 7 years
in the coal fields were, for them, life’s best experience.
They had close contacts there with the Arthurdale Homestead,
which also involved Eleanor Roosevelt

Two years at Pendle Hill, while studying at the
University of Pennsylvania and later at Harvard led Bill into

his chosen field of peace making a-nd the labor—management

arena. ir-

Again quoting the York limes we concur that this

life—long Quaker was “unflappable and patient, speaking with
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a deep and slow and soft voice”. We could add that he was a
life—committed Quaker with a passion for truth, and all that
he accomplished came naturally.

We appreciated his service as Pima Meeting Treasurer.
As Arizonans we take note of his difficult but valuable role
in mediating the century—old Navajo—Hopi land dispute.

He is survived by his wife, Ruth, now living in
Haverford, PA, two sons, Thomas of Arlington, VA, and Peter
of Seattle, a brother of Poplar Ridge, six grandchildren and
3 great grandchildren. All children and grandchildren were
present at a private family memorial service in Haverford,
PA.
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ANN LUKACH THRON

Ann Lukach Thron died at home o July 30, 1991 at the age of 64, of cancer. She

was born and raised in New York City. She dedicated her life to service, with boundless

energy and humility. After graduating from Smith College in 1949, Ann participated in
several AFSC workcamps in Germany and Missouri. it was through her involvement with the
workcamps that she met Wolfgang Thron, whom she married in 1953, after graduating from
New York University Medical School.

Ann and Wolf were among the founding members of Boulder Meeting. Ann served
Meeting as she did everything else - faithfully and without fanfare. She worked on the
Service Committee, Peace and Justice, and Friends of Central America, and she participated
for three years in the Meeting’s Quaker Studies Program. We could always count on her; she
was at practically every Business Meeting, Half-Yearly or Yearly Meeting. Potlucks would
find her in the kitchen. If someone was sick, in the hospital or nursing home, they could
count on her almost daily visits, of which she never made a big deal. “It was just on my
way,” she would say. Her common sense and matter of factness relieved many of our young
mothers of the inevitable worries and insecurities of beginning parenthood. Ann made special
efforts to reach Quakers in far away places, whether it was visiting more remote areas of
Colorado and Wyoming or making contact with Friends in Norway and East Germany.

Providing medical care for people was one of Ann’s gratest joys in life. She gave her
medical knowledge freely to friends and to the community. She was a physician at the
Boulder People’s Clinic for almost 20 years as well as serving in several Well-Baby and
Planned Parenthood clinics. She was truly pleased when she accepted full time employment
within the Norwegian socialized medical system. It was a great joy to Ann that her two
daughters also became physicians.

Ann always managed to balance her commitment to medicine with her even greater
commitment to Wolf and the five children they had together. A shared love of travel led the
Throns to live for five year-long intervals in Germany, India, and the Philippines, as well as
four separate years in Norway. Frequently.soine. or all of their children travelled with them.
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Ann derived pleasure from watching her children grow into caring, capable adults in their
own right.

Ann cultivated and tended a garden of friends that extended around the world,
and created a lively social life in every place the Throns called home. She cherished the
opportunity of bringing together people of different backgrounds and experiences. In so
doing, she hoped that stereotypes would disappear, and with them the fear that causes strife
between people and between countries. Ann loved the outdoors, hiking, camping, cross-
country skiing. She was a true caretaker of the earth. She walked almost everywhere, very
quickly, but not so quickly that she couldn’t stop to pick up an aluminum can and store it in
the bag she always carried for that purpose.

Ann Thron is survived by her mother; her husband Wolfgang; two daughters, Penelope
Thron-Weber and Karin Thron; three sons, Jonathan, Peter, and Rajinder Thron; and two
granddaughters, Risa and Katya Thronweber. We celebrate her rich life and are grateful that
it touched ours.
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American Friends Service Committee
1501 Cherry Street. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19102-179 • Phone: 21512sfl -7000

XicriyO.8mett
peon

Kao L N.w.l (
Exc.mv. S.a.tc,y

May 14, 1993

Interinountain Yearly Meeting
The Clerk
1720 Linden Ave
Boulder CO 80304

Dear Friend:

In the excitement of this new day, with the changes in our
naticnal government and its policies and the challenges we
face as citizens, let us work together through our
worship, meetings and discussions to write and speak the
timeless messages of Friends. We can urge peace, social
justice and the abandonment of the military solution. We
can practice our belief that God is in the whole creation
by broadening our own definition of what is related to us
and who is our friend.

The Ainerican Friends Service Committee anticipates this
new year of working with you; many of our AFSC family will
be participating in your Yearly Meeting Sessions. Joining
with you as you open your meetings, we ask for the leading
of the Spirit as we take the “roads less-traveled by”.

We wish you God’s richest blessings in your work and
witness for peace.

a L. Newell
Executive Secretary

kln/pk-c

enc.: AFSC 1992 Report to Yearly Meetings

cc: Eloise Chevrier - Chicago
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AMEfficAN FRWNDs SERVICE C0MMrrrEE

1992 Report to Yearly Meetings

Since its founding in 1917, the American Friends Service Committee has sought to
alleviate human suffering without regard to politics, religion or nationality. Our work
relies on the imagination, energy and guidance of local people to design and implement
projects that help create independence and self-sufficiency. Dulany Bennett, Clerk of the
AFSC Board of Directors, says: “We think of AFSC as a holy experiment that has taken
us across the world to try what love can do.... The AFSC journey--that of many
individuals and the corporate journey--is a history of risks undertaken out of a
commitment to service based on faith.” In 1992, many world situations demanded
AFSC’s attention. This annual report invites you to share in this sample from our journey
during this, our 75th year.

“Scenes of human suffering are beyond my words to describe. It’s as if human life has
lost irs value.” -- Mohamed Abdirahman, AFSC staff person in Somalia for ten years.

APSC has been working in Somalia for ten years. When program director Mohamed
Abdirahman warned of worsening conditions around Mogadishu, he and his staff
expanded AFSC’s efforts to respond to the tragedy. They assisted relief efforts in the
capital, feeding some 2,200 people daily. Critical medical services as well as food and
fuel were supplied to Afgoi’s two orphanages. Staff continued to support AFSC’s
intensive development project in Omaria, an agricultural community south of Mogadishu,
and distributed over 30,000 pounds of clothes and hygiene kits.

Agricultural relief commodities including hand tools, fertilizers, pesticides and seeds
were delivered to farmers in southern Iraq, and to Kurdish farmers in the north. AFSC
and twelve other Quaker organizations urged people of faith to press for lifting the
sanctions against the people of Iraq.

In Honduras, in addition to work building regional peasant movements, AFSC Central
American Field Representatives supported the “Network to Prevent and Eradicate
Violence Against Women,” which tackles legal discrimination and military crimes
against women while providing aid to survivors of assault.

In war-torn Cambodia, AFSC staff provided prostheses for amputees and assisted with
vaccination and veterinary projects. In Laos and the highlands of Vietnam, AFSC
assisted villagers with agricultural and animal projects and with systems for clean
drinking water and irrigation.

AFSC took an active role in the U.N. Conference on Environment and Development (Rio
Conference) by organizing weekend gatherings before each of the three preparatory
meetings. At the Quaker gatherings, delegates who would be negotiating controversial
agreements a few days later discussed issues freely and off the record.

“Peace is not passive; it is an active pursuit. The Quakers of old knew, as we know
today, that peace is not the same as quiet. Peace is the presence ofjustice.” -- Ken
Martin, Associate Executive Secretary, addressing the community of Logan, West
Virginia during the 1991 march for “racial harmony, action and peace.”

AFSC peace work in the 75th Anniversary Year included three symposia on nonviolence
where staff, committee members and volunteers discussed the challenges and
possibilities for nonviolence in today’s rapidly changing world. Reducing the influence
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of the military on the lives and career choices of young people continued to be a goal of
AFSC’s Youth and Milit.arism Program. A National Campaign to Demilitarize our
Schools supports grassroots organizing groups in numerous cities as they challenge the
presence of military recruiters in the high schools and offer alternatives to young people.

AFSC’s East-West Program and Middle East International Affairs Representatives
organized a highly successful conference in Greece, “Political Change in Eastern Europe,
Central America and the Middle East” that included roundtable discussions on political
change and possibilities for regional cooperation.

AFSC organized the tour, “Dealing with Drugs: NorthlSouth Community Dialogues on
Drugs, which took a peasant leader from Peru, a labor leader from Bolivia, and a youth
organizer from Colombia to seventeen U.S. cities, creating opportunities for dialogue
with people who suffet most from the drug trade and from resulting governmental
reliance on military action.

“We never thought, at least I never did, iliat our protests would (cad lo the development
of new housing.” -- Bobbie Butler, formerly homeless, now Coordinator of AFSCs
Homeless Training Institute in Oakland, California

In the United States, after years of work, AFSC’s Homeless Organizing Project (HOPE)
finished a 26-unit permanent housing complex in association with Dignity Housing, an
organization of homeless and formerly homeless people in Oakland, California.

AFSC held a highly successful symposium, Inclusive Communities: Achieving Fair and
Affordable Housing for Everyone. This working conference brought together activists
and advocates to share strategies and develop common approaches for confronting
patterns of exclusion from affordable housing and services for homeless and poor people,
people of color and people with special needs. The conference included a celebration of
AFSC’s six decades of work in support of the right to housing.

In the aftermath of Hurricane Andrew, AFSC linked relief channels and under-served
farmworker communities. Staff and volunteers provided information to radio stations
and traveled with a car loudspeaker to ensure that immigrant farmworkers had
information on how to gain access to food, water, clothes and emergency medical care as
well as long-termassistance. -

An AFSC staff member, on the Pine Ridae Reservation since 1988, has assisted families
in tending gardens irrigated with a drip technique to maximize water use in dry areas.
The number of participating families growing organic produce has increased each year.

We continue to look for the ways AFSC projects and communities connect to the
subst.antive issues of our time. Observing the crumbling of the Soviet Union and the
growth of income disparity in the United States, staff and committee members developed
a report, Peace Dividend, which presents clear-cut recommendations of how budget and
tax policy can be reframed so that public funds are used for realigned national priorities.

AFSC is people--individual lives lived with more joy, more dignity and more hope
because people connected with AFSC take risks based on faith. Certainly there are more
changes needed and fresh waves of faith required as we moye into the coming decades.

•LL
March 1993 Newell, Executive Secretary
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Friends Bulletin
PACIFIC, NORTH PACIFIC, AND INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETINGS

OF THE RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

Special Edition June 1993

Report to Intermountain Yearly Meeting
Friends Bulletin is the official magazine of Intermountain, North Pacific, and Pacific Yearly

Meetings. We represent Friends in the West — from the Rockies to Hawaii and from Washington State
to Mexico. We also have readers in Alaska, the Eastern half of the United States, Canada, and many
countries throughout the world.

Friends Bulletin’s authors are from the West. Many are part of your yearly meeting.
Friends from IMYM whose words have appeared in Friends Bulletin during the past year include:

Arline Hobson, Pima Meeting; La Donna Wallen, Tempe Meeting; Jim Ray, Mountain View Meeting;
Phyllis Hoge, Albuquerque Meeting, Elise Boulding, Boulder Meeting; Robert Murphy, Sheridan
Worship Group; Martin Cobin, Boulder Meeting, Randy Herrick-Stare, Mountain-View Meeting;
Martin Reuss, Boulder Meeting; Gilbert White, Boulder Meeting; Peter Herrick-Stare, Mountain View
Meeting; Sabrina Godfrey, Richfield Worship Group, Melody Inchumuk, Prescott; Francie Mueller,
Mountain View Meeting; Tom Moen, Boulder Meeting; Marshall Massey, Mountain View Meeting;
Mary Lou Coppock, Tempe Meeting; Charlotte Condia-Williams, Las Cruces Meeting; Leslie Stephens;
Boulder Meeting; Mary Coffin, Pima Meeting.

Photographers from IMYM include: Tony Umile, Boulder Meeting; Roberta Streicher, Pima
Meeting; and Torn Moen, Boulder Meeting.

Friends act as correspondents from each region of IMYM. Friends who have served in this role in
the past year included Marie Godfrey (Richfield) and Melody Inchumuk (Prescott). The current corre
spondents from IMYM are Mary Lou Coppoclc Arizona Half-Yearly Meeting empe Meeting); Jim
Ray, Colorado Regional Meeting (Mountain View Meeting); Alice H. Stokes, Utah Friends Fellowship
(Logan Meeting), and Phyllis Hoge, New Mexico Regional Meeting (Albuquerque).

As Phyllis Hoge is retiring after four years of service to the magazine, we will be looking for a new
correspondent from New Mexico. Please let me know if you are interested.

Friends Bulletin Committee, the oversight committee for
Friends Bulletin, now has members from Pacific and North Pacific
Yearly Meeting. The committee is working on incorporation so that
the magazine is truly representational of its three yearly meetings.

Friends Bulletin is grateful for the support of Intermountain
Yearly Meeting, especially its financial support. The annual sub
sidy payment from your yearly meeting makes it possible for the
magazine to exist.

During the next year Friends Bulletin will include reports
from our three yearly meetings and articles that reflect the interest
and concern of Friends.

Friends Bulletin is your magazine. We hope to hear fiom you.
Nancy Yamall

Friends Bulletin, 1620 NW Menlo Dr,
Corvallis, OR 97330. (503) 757-0981. Drawing by Gretchen

Claremont Meetine
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(202)547-6000 Office
(202)547-4343 Update Message

245 Second St., NE, Washington, DC 20002-5795 (202)547-6019 FAX

March, 1993

“....A man going on a journey called his servants arid
entrusted to them his property; to one he gave five
talents, to another two, to another one.... After a long
time [he] came and settled accounts with them. And he who
had received the-five talents came forward, bringing five
talents more, saying, ‘Master, you delivered to me five
talents; here I have made five talents more.’ His master
said to him, ‘Well done, good and faithful servant; you
have been faithful over a little, I will set you over
much; enter into the joy of your master.’”

Matthew 25: 14—21

GREETINGS TO INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING

FCNL has been entrusted with the talents, gifts, work, and prayersof many, many people:

-— members of the General Committee arid its working committees,who make the decisions that guide and enable the
organization’s work;

—— the Yearly Meetings that appoint representatives to the
General Committee and nourish that relationship;

—— the thousands of Friends and others who use FCNL’s materials,participate in legislative action, and provide financialsupport;
—— the dedicated and capable staff members and volunteers whocarry out FCNL’s day-to-day tasks and activities;
—— arid all those others whose quiet gifts of prayer and

encouragement undergird our vision.

This brief report to Yearly Meetings attempts to give someaccount of FCNL’s stewardship of those talents.

Legislative Advocacy: in Washing-ton....

FCNL staff worked actively on Capitol Hill, advocating andmonitoring constructive legislation, and gathering information toshare with Friends and others around the country. They wrotehundreds of letters and submitted testimony to numerouscongressional committees. In visits to the offices of individualmembers of Congress and of committees, FCNL staff were sometimesjoined by Friends who had traveled to Washington with a concern.Staff also provided briefings, background materials, and otherassistance for such visitors. -In its Hill work, staff cooperatedclosely with colleague organizations, especially religious ones,in coalitions such as those on the budget, arms reductions, (religious liberty, and against the death penalty.
Don Reeves Clerk. General Committee Jeanne Herrick-Stare Clerk. Executive Committee Edward F. Snyder Executive Secretary EmeritusJoe Volk Executive Secretary Ruth Flower Legislative Secretary Nancy Nye Legslat;ve SecretaryGretchen T. Hall Campaign Coordinator
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The issues on which FCNL worked were chosen by the General
Committee when it selected priorities for the 102nd congress.
Some of the topics that required substantial efforts in 1992 were
federal budget priorities, the Religious Freedom Restoration Act,
banning test explosions of nuclear weapons, restricting or
stopping the international arms trade, humanitarian and just
treatment for Haitians and other refugees, campaign finance
reform, energy conservation, aid for drought—stricken Africa,
treaty rights and relgious freedom for Native Americans, and the
Peace Tax Fund proposal——among others.

Legislative Advocacy: at the grass roots.

Through its Newsletter, weekly legislative action message, and
mailed action alerts, FCNL kept interested people around the
ccntry iifcred about its pricrit iauao, and offered timely
suggestions for citizen action. Information about how to be most
effective and about how legislative processes work was available
for the asking. FCNL increased its use of computer networks for
distributing information. Mailings and phone calls to FCNL
Monthly Meeting Contacts, plus literature tables and personal
representation at most Yearly Meetings, helped keep communication
with Friends active.

Selecting Priorities for the New Congress

During 1992, FCNL undertook its biennial task of choosing the
issues it will emphasize in the 103rd congress (1993—94) . In this
process, under the care of the FCNL Policy Committee, Friends
Meetings were invited to ponder that question and send back their
thoughtful responses. These responses helped shape the set of
priorities considered and ultimately approved, in November, by
the FCNL General Committee in a Meeting for Worship with a
concern for business. (Friends may obtain a copy of the 1993-94
legislative priorities upon request from the FCNL office.)

Launching the 50th Anniversary Jubilee

In preparation or the 50th anniversary of FCNL’s founding in
1943, FCNL’s friends and supporters began planning for a Jubilee
year of celebrating our past history, envisioning our calling for
the years ahead, and building a firm fiscal foundation for FCNL’s
ongoing work. With joy and hope, the Jubilee year was launched at
the November 1992 Annual Meeting. Friends are invited to take
part in any of a variety of ways. (More information is available
from the FCNL office.)

FCNL treasures the wide array of gifts and talents Friends have
put in our care. We endeavor, with God’s help, to use them well.

C/Joe
Vo].k, Executive Secretary
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FRIENDS COMMITTEE ON UNITY WITH NATURE
7700 Clarks Lake Rd., (
Chelsea, MI 48118

313/475—9976
May 5, 1993

Intermountain Yearly Meeting
Martin Cobin, Clerk
1720 Linden Ave. , Re: Representation of YM on General
Boulder, CO 80304 Committee of FCUN

Dear Martin Cobin,

“May Yahweh find joy in what he creates,” prays
the psalmist. There is growing concern that much of what is
happening to our planet today can hardly bring joy to its
creator.

Friends Committee on Unity with Nature (FCUN) aims to
promote informed spirit—led action on environmental issues. The
enclosed copy of a talk given at Philadelphia Yearly Meeting in
March, 1993, reviews the spiritual roots, organizational
structure, and some of the activities of FCUN.

You will note that a central part of FCUN is the General
Committee, made up primarily of persons appointed by their Yearly
Meetings. This committee meets annually to set policies and
programs, approve nominations, and adopt a budget. There is also
opportunity to consider environmental concerns which may rise
from Yearly Meetings.

The Annual Meeting for 1993 will be held at Quaker Hill
Conference Center in Richmond, Indiana, October 22 — 24.

Our records show that Intermountairi Yearly. Meeting has not
as of now named anyone to serve on the FCUN General Committee.
We invite you to consider doing so. Please contact us if you
have questions or would like more information.

If this is not correct, please send me up—dated information.
Thanks.

We look forward to hearing from you as we try to make a
witness which will bring joy to Yahweh in his creation.

In fellowship,

En c 1: 2—e_.--e.-
PYM talk Isabel Bliss
FCUN flier General Secretary

0
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THE FATE OF-THE EARTH ASA SPIRITUAL CONCERN

• Adapted from a talk given by Isabel Bliss, GeneralSecretary of the Friends Committee on Unity with
Nature, at Philadelphia Yearly Meeting in March, .1993.A Friend impersonating John Woolman had spoken just

• - previously on the program.
- -

I wilY be speaking on the spiritual basis of concern forthe earth, and on the Friends Committee on Unity with Naturewhich has grown out of that concern. Iwelcoxne-John Woolinan. Weare indebted to you, Friend John, for your eloquent words andexample in witnessing to pure wisdom and universal love. Onbehalf of FCUN, I invite you to consider membership. Here is one.of our fliers. You just fill out. the application

Records of worship of God as Creatr of heaven arid earth goback at least to 1300 B.C. This is thought to be the originaldate of Psalm 104, based on an Egyptian Hymn to Creation.

Bless Yahweh, my soul

Clothed in majesty, and glory....
-

You fixed the earth on its foundations,
Unshakable for ever and ever...

You give breath, fresh life begins,
You keep renewing the world.
May Yahweh find joy in what he creates.

(Jerusalem Bible)

Concepts of humankind’s relation to the rest of Creationhave set our behavior and its impact. Endowed with uniqueintelligence (we think), we have assumed dominion. Mankind hasseen itself on the top of a pyramid.

Another concept puts humans in an interdependent circle.With special gifts and corresponding responsibiJ,ities but inunity, part of a seamless whole. Perhaps by a process ofcontinuing revelation, we will move from the pyramid into thecircle. -

The psalmist prays “May Yahweh find joy in what he creates.”Having received the gift of free-will, humans have turned theworld’s resources to their own ends. The results? A statementissued by the Union of Concerned Scientists warns “Human beingsand the natural world are on a collision course. The environmentis suffering critical stress.-” .It goes• on to mention theatmosphere, water resources, oceans, soil, forests, loss ofspecies, and population growth. The pyramid is crumbling beneathus. Does Yahweh find joy?
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What, then, should we do? The scientists just quoted sy we
need a change in stewardship, a new ethic, recognizing the
fragility of the world, and the finiteness of its resources.

FCUN says Friends need to develop a testimony for an earth

restored as clear as our testimonies for peace and justice. We

need to find our role as part of a precious whcle. In harmony

with God, who is always- trying. He gives breath, he keeps

renewing the world. It has.:been observed that man’s behavior is

the wild card in determining the outcome.

I believe it is God’s will that we should be responsible
players in the scheme of life. And that God indeed finds joy

when we are obedient to his will. I like the title the World
Council of Churches chose for its environmental progran ——

“Justice, Peace, and the Integrity of Creation”. May we seek
these in humility, with praye±s for pure wisdom and universal
love. With prayers for the simplicity we can learn from Jesus,
from St. Francis of Assisi, from George Fox, and John Woolman.

Friends Committee on Unity with Nature was organized in
1987. Why? Why another handful of letters to drop into the
Quaker alphabet soup? Not because there are no environmental
groups on the scene. We know there are many, and good ones. We
felt, however, the need to encourage work from religious roots,
spirit—centered and spirit—led. We aim to be a channel for
nurture and expression of Friends’ environmental concerns.

The organization of FCUN is simple, built around the policy
making General Committee to which Yearly Meetings are invited to
name representatives. From this committee is drawn a smaller
Steering Committee which oversees on—going activities. Monthly
Meeting contacts have come forward to help in a grassroots
network. The editor of the monthly newsletter, “BeFriending
Creation”, is the only paid staff.

Besides the, newsletter, we have published a nuiber of
pamphlets and fliers. Well-received have been “Walking Gently n
the Earth” by Jack Phillips, and Elizabeth Watson’s “Healing
Ourselves arid Our Earth”. A flier entitled “World Population
Growth as a Friends Concern” was written by Stan Becker.

What else? For a brief rundown:

———FCUN was represented at last year’s UN Conference on
Environment and Development (UNCED), by Martha Traylor, your own
appointee to our General Committee. Bob Wixom brought several
students from the University of Missouri to the earlier
Preparatory Commission meetings in New York, and we have printed
z bibliography he prepared for follow—up on the Rio de Janeiro
conference.

We have for five years set u a Uflity with Nature
Center at Gatherings of Friends General Conference. Exhibits and
talks on environmental issues are presented there.
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A program in Costa Rica called the Ann FZriebel / Sari
Luis Project has recently been launched. Ann Kriebel was a young
Friend from Wooster, Ohio, who went to the Quaker settlement in
Monteverde. She was much beloved for her work among the people
of the neighboring Sari Luis Valley. Ann died while down there.
FCUN is honoring her memory in undertaking a plan whereby local
farm families may be helped to gain land for their livelihood in
a way that also protects some of the surrounding rainforests. We
hope to achieve a co—operative program which combines people-care
and earth—care.

A special gift of $1000 has been received for work on
population issues. This support enables us to expand a program
guided by Stan Becker of Homewood Meeting in Baltimore and Johns
Hopkins University.

We look forward to other activities as the way opens.

Spiritual concern for the fate of the earth is movingly
expressed in a passage by Marshall Massey, a Friend from
Intermouritajn Yearly Meeting:

“Honor the life of all living things,
and the order of Nature, and the wildness of the wilderness
and the richness of the created world,
and the beauty of lands undefiled by your works;

“and seek the holiness GOD has placed in these things,
and the measure of Light He has lent them;

“and preserve these things well;
“for these are His gifts to us from the dawn of time,

and their like will not be offered us again.”

Friends Committee on Unity with Nature
7700 Clarks Lake Road,
Chelsea, MI 48118 (313) 475—9976
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FRIENDS WORLD COMMITTEE FOR CONSULTATION
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS (QUAKERS)

4 BYNG PLACE, LONDON WC1E 7JH, ENGLAND

C’erk: Neither Mar Chi’rtr Na 211647 canard Secretary: Thorrrai F. Taylor

Treasurer Peter .J. Ecries Telephone: 1071) 388 0497 Fax: 0711 383 3722 Assoe,,te Secretary. oer B. Slu’9e

Ii May 1993

Intermouritain Yearly Meeting
do Martin Cobin, Clerk

1720
Linden Avenue

Boulder
CO 80304 USA

Dear Friends

Warm greetings to your Yearly Meeting gathering at Durango from the World

Office of FWCC We trust that sour gathering vi1l be blessed by avareness of the

presence of the loving Spirit.

We look forward to meeting with you on your home territory when the 18th

Triennial Meeting of FWCC is held at Ghost Ranch, New Mexico in August 1994. The

World Office and the Section of the Americas are already working with local Friends in

• New Mexico in busy preparations for this major gathering of Friends. The Triennial is

the worldwide meeting of FWCC when Friends from most yearly meetings and many

Quaker bodies around the world meet to share in Quaker worship, to carry out the

business of FWCC and to learn from each other about our Christian witness in the world.

It will also be an opportunity to carry forward the momentum of the World Conference of

Friends and the impact it continues to have on Friends.

Each year when we write this letter of greetings to Friends we are reminded of the

state of the world. Is there no end to the troubles of the world? All we hear is wars and
rumours of wars, famine and homelessness, strife and conflict, and damage to the world

we live in. Our hearts go out to the oppressed, the frightened, the starving and to the
refugee. But how do we respond? We are called to follow the message of Faith, Hope
and Love. May we be given the strength to feed the hungry and give drink to the thirsty,
to take in the stranger and to clothe the naked, to visit the sick and those in prison,
whether they are in distant lands or on our own doorstep.

It is good to remember that the seeds of both strife and harmony can be found in
our own hearts, and to follow the words of Robert Barclay: “.. .when I came into the
silent assemblies of God’s people I felt a secret power among them, which touched my
heart; as I gave way unto t I found the evil in me weakening and the good raised up...”

In Christian Love and Peace

Thomas Taylor Roger Sturge
General Secretary Associate Secretary

4ss,star,r CIe’ks: loan Wena lier,1a) Dia,4 PurneI;rhustraia1

Seci.o” of The kmercas. E.ecut’ae Sec’rrary. t,sa Bennett. 1S06 Pace Street. Phila4elphra, Pennsyk’an, 19102. U SA.

Europe a—C M,pdle jest Secj,on. E.ecut’’e Secretrv Ilini Ween,n8. PG Boa 808, 2300 AV Larder,, the Netherlands

Afr,ca Sector, E.ecrjr,ae Secretary Malear £ K,r,a’O. F,rerras Irr,e,rrar,orral Cerrt,e. N9orr9 Roid, P 0 St. 41946, Narobr Kenya

As,-rhegt Pac,fc Secrrorr, Eecurr.’e Secretary Path Warion MMB 9364 linrI Pj., torb.y.Nrll are Albny Wee,errr Austr.Ira 6330

Qaaer I_IN ClIces 777 UN Plaza. New York. NY 10017. U S A Ouake, Nouie, 13 axenee da Merarelet. 1209 Geneai. Swrtze,lar,d
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Continuing Committee
Sixth Month 9, 1993

Walk Cheerfully

Present and recording their attendance were: Randy Herrick-Stare, Mountain View, Clerk of
Continuing Committee; Carol Clark, Mountain View, Recording Clerk; Marie Clark, Phoenix;
Martin Cobin, Boulder, Presiding Clerk; Marbie Brault, Pima; Robin Powelson, Boulder; Barbara
Stephens, Boulder, Registrar; Robert Solenberger, Pima; Rebecca Henderson, Albuquerque;
Vickie Aldrich, Las Cruces; Jim Hoffman, Mountain View, Treasurer; Genie Durland, Lamb’s
Community Worship Group; Bill Durland, Lamb’s Community Worship Group; Frank Witte,
Phoenix; Suzanne Taylor, Fort Collins, Jonathan Taylor, Fort Collins, Worship Sharing; Jan
Miller, Salt Lake; Jerry Krenz, Boulder, Interest and Concern Groups; Nancy Stockdale, Gila;
Becky Schroeder, Phoenix; Bob Stucklen, Fort Collins, Long-Range Planning; Ross Worley,
Durango; Helen Taylor Crisp; Mountain View; Connie Gould, Albuquerque, Senior Young
Friends Coordinator.

Gathering for its first business session of the 19th annual meeting of Intermountain Yearly
Meeting, Continuing committee assembled in the ballroom of the Union Building at Fort Lewis
College in Durango, Colorado. At 2:05 in the afternoon, 15 people were present; the meeting
opened formally at about 2:20, with Randy Hen-ick-Stare convening.

1. Report of the Registrar: Barbara Stephens. Present census for this session of the
yearly meeting is 297. Daily newsletter will be prepared from items placed in the designated box by
5 p.m. and will be available at breakfast the next morning. Only members of the Registrar-
Operations Committee can make any expense charges with Fort Lewis College.

Continuing Committee agreed that everyone who is here needs to register,
particularly because of the expenses each use of a space on the campus accrues.

2. Officers Of The Yearly Meeting, Representatives To Quaker Organizations
Report of the Nominating Committee was given by Marian Hoge and accepted by the
Continuing Committee.

Co-Clerks Bill and Genie Durland
Recording Clerk Rosemary Blanchard
Continuing Committee Clerk Vickie Aldrich
Registrars John O’Brien and Ross Worley
Operations Coordinators Jim and Nadean Mifis
Interest and Concern Group Coordinator Jean Roath
Junior Yearly Meeting Coordinator Cathy Turner
Senior Young Friends Coordinator Connie Gould (subject to SYF approval)
Book Sales Coordinator Barbara Neal
Worship Sharing Coordinator Josephine Coats and Marie Andrews

Some positions have not been filled; these are Treasurer, Clerk of Watching Committee,
Coordinator of Junior Young Friends and the FWCC Visitation Committee

American Friends Service Committee: Martin Cobin reminded Continuing Committee that
IMYM needs representatives to AFSC, two of whom serve as corporation members. Elise
Boulding, who is on the board, should be reappointed. Randy Herrick-Stare suggested that
Nominating Committee make these appointments during this yearly meeting.

( Friends World Committee on Consultation: Continuing Committee asked FWCC
committee to identify delegates to Triennial Gathering during this yearly meeting.
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Continuing Committee, 6/9/93
Page 2

Friends Committee on National Legislation: The proposal that IMYM representation be
established at two from Colorado, two from New Mexico, one from Arizona and one from Utah
with alternates from Utah and Arizona was approved by Continuing Committee for submission to
the business meeting.

3. Committee on Aging: Clerk read the report of the committee, in which the convenors,
Linda Smoke and Tom Moen, proposed that it be laid down; it is not functioning at the
yearly meeting level. Continuing Committee approved.

4. IMYM Committee for Ministry and Counsel: Pursuant to seasoning the minute
sent by Salt Lake City, proposing the establishement of such a committee, Jan Miller reported that
someone from Salt Lake City would convene a concern group on their proposal. Continuing
Committee asked Salt Lake to prepare a more complete statement of their concerns so that other
meetings can address it. There is much diversity of opinion as the understanding of others is not
very clear.

5. Universal Health Care: Clerk read the minute from Boulder.

6. Right Sharing of World Resources: Clerk read a minute from Pima Meeting, which
they describe as a rewording of a minute offered by FWCC. Continuing Committee agreed to
print the Pima minute in the daily bulletin, and to present it at a business meeting.

7. Developing an IMYM Faith and Practice: Arizona Half Yearly Meeting has sent a
minute to establish a procedure for developing a Faith and Practice for IMYM, working from the
1990 IMYM minute stating the meeting’s intention to do so.

Continuing Committee asked that the concern group meeting at this gathering to discuss Faith
and Practice will prepare a minute on the formation of a committee to come to a subsequent 1993
IMYM business meeting.

8. Location of 1994 IMYM: New Mexico Quarterly, which is responsible for organizing
the 1994 gathering, suggests meeting at Ghost Ranch where 310 people could attend. They would
accept registrations on a first come basis. Suggested on a basis of resources, not due to
Colorado’s amendment 2.

Friends expressed several concerns: a few deciding where to meet before yearly meeting is held
makes it difficult for non-participants to accept; limiting numbers at yearly meeting. New Mexico
Regional Meeting needs help to get all the work done. Friends from other regions who wish to
volunteer major effort for next year can speak to Marian Hoge.

Clerk proposed that Colorado manage the children’s program for the next two years; then move
management to New Mexico so that the children’s program follows the rest of the meeting
administration by two years.

Continuing Committee proposes that assuming there is space at Fort Lewis, meet
here again next year, seeking space here the week of the 13th of June, and lag
assignment of leadership of children’s program by two years.

Those gathered settled into a brief period of silence at 4:28 and rose shortly there after.

Carol Clark
Recording Clerk
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Continuing Committee, Sixth Month 12, 1993

Those present and identified by the recording clerk were Randy Herrick-Stare, Carol Clark, Tom
Vaughan, Marian Hoge, Martin Cobin, Bill Durland, Genie Durland, Becky Schroeder, Gilbert White,
Nancy Yarnall, Rebecca Henderson, Suzanne Taylor, Jonathan Taylor, Dick Witte, Julie Harlow,
Vickie Aldrich, Melanie Brooks, Susan Lockwood, Ross Worley, Nancy Stockdale, Jerry Krenz,
Robin Powleson, Betty Cannon, Marie Clark, Robert Solenberger, Bob Barns, Jim Hoffman, Bob
Neal, Grace Buzaljko, Helen Taylor Crisp, Connie Gould, Jessica Miller, Eric Johnson, Leslie
Stephens, Eric Wright, Bruce Hawkins, Mark Elliot, Ralph Selch, Jean Selch, Rosemary Blanchard,
Marbie Brault, Sabrina Godfrey, Geoff Tischbein, Tom Schroeder, Chuck Rostkowski, Dorothy
Aldrich,and Niel Peterson. Others attended pan of the meeting.

Having gathered in silent worship, the Committee began its considerations about 10:10 a.m.

1. Long Range Planning Committee: Tom Vaughan announced that those interested in
brainstorming about establishing a site of its own for IMYM should meet with him.

2. IMYM Ministry and Counsel Committee: The concern group forwards discussion
to the February 94 meeting of the Continuing committee and will prepare a report for the fall
questionnaire that better defines the concerns of Salt Lake City Meeting.

3. IMYM Faith and Practice: Reporting for the concern group that had met, Bill
Durland read suggested changes to the minute proposed by Arizona, and the Continuing Committee
referred the amended minute to the business meeting of yearly meeting.

4. Amendment 2 Matter: For the Group for Gay and Lesbian Concerns, Rebecca
Henderson presented their letter or news release, as amended after the last general business meeting.
Continuing Committee returned it to the Group for addition of phrasing to include Colorado Friends

5 Friends Bulletin: Grace Buzaljko outlined Pacific Yearly Meeting’s plans for expanding
and revising the board that directs the activities of the Bulletin. Continuing Committee referred the
matter to the general business meeting. Features of the restructuring include a new corporation to
incorporate in Oregon, and include representative of all three yearly meetings, working toward 7
member board composed of three members from Pacific Yearly Meeting, two from North Pacific and
two from IMYM. The board would meet three times annually, seek increased funding from yearly
meetings. The majority of support would continue to come subscriptions

6. Friends Center in Moscow: Having heard a brief report from Julie Harlow of Pacific
Yearly Meeting the Continuing Committee referred the matter to monthly meetings. Julie will send
information.

7. February 1994 Meeting: On behalf of Las Cruces, Vickie Aldrich, the new Continuing
Committee Convenor, formally invited the Committee to Las Cruces on the 19th and 20th of February,
1994, for its mid-year planning meetings.

8. Items from Senior Young Friends: As a result of their meeting for business, the SYF
asked Continuing Committee to consider holding a meeting for worship for graduation. They also
suggested the inclusion of high school friends in the pooi of those to be considered for the nominating
committee and yearly meeting offices.

Scheduled time having expired, the Committee adjourned, and the general business meeting began.

Carol Clark
Recording Clerk
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Cochise Friends Meeting

State of the Meeting 1993

Cochise Friends Meeting, the smallest of Arizona’s five
unprogrammed meetings, is a special resource for members at Friends
Southwest Center, Inc., those living nearby and many visitors from out of

state. The nearest meeting is Pima, at Tucson, over 110 miles away.

We budget our resources carefully and, except for a yearly rental of $24 and

per capita, all our budget goes to Friends’ organizations and their concerns.

On First Day, at the rise of Meeting, we have a brown bag lunch, where we

and visitors can socialize.

We have an exceptionally fine library, and a very good climate, with clean air

and excellent water for those committed to simple living.

Elizabeth Campuzano, Clerk
Route 1 Box 170
McNeal, AZ 85617-9716

(602) 642-3547
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FLAGSTAFF MONTHLY MEETING

Flagstaff Monthly Meeting observed its 25th anniversary with
a potluck dinner in February. For 25 years our meeting has
reckoned with fluctuating attendance and membership. We have
13 resident members, 4 resident junior members, 10 non
resident members and 2 non—resident junior members plus a
like number of attenders. This year we welcomed one new
member and celebrated a marriage.

We are a Meeting with 6 active members and sometimes we find
it difficult to meet our obligations within the meeting, in
our community, and to the Quaker fellowship. A further
concern is our need to deepen our individual and collective
spiritual development. We look for ways to enfold seekers in
the Quaker worship and business processes This year, a topic
for the study/discussion group is the second section of The
Survival Sourcebook: The Care and Maintenance of Small
Meetings and Worship Groups.

First Day School continues to be a source of joy and
inspiration for those who participate. Publication of a bi—
monthly newsletter has expanded our ability to communicate
with Meeting members, attenders, and distant Friends.

Members participate in regional and yearly meeting
activities. One member is currently serving on the AFSC
Arizona Area Committee. Members and attenders continue to
participate in activities of interest to Friends including
visitation at the Winslow prison and Children’s Creative
Response to Conflict workshops.

In May, Meeting accepted a plan for development of the
adjoining grounds for use in the children’s program and
occasional outdoor worship, with expectation that planting
may begin this year.

We invite Friends near and distant to the 25th Anniversary
Gathering, July 10 and 11.
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State of the Meeting Report
Phoenix Monthly Meeting
May 2, 1993

Phoenix Monthly Meeting maintains a slightly larger than
usual group of twenty-five to thirty worshippers. We appreciate
the stimulation offered by the sometimes three to four visitors
we receive each week. The instituting of worship sharing on
the first Sunday of the month, centered either on a Query or another
passage selected by the greeter, has been a factor in developing
more gathered meetings, with more thoughtful vocal ministry.
Because our membership is small, the faithful at times feel a
heavy load.

Phoenix Friends have invested substantially in the upgrading
and maintenance of our forty—year-old buildings. The coffee
house tennant of our ramada celebrated its sixth anniversary
with us.

The children continue to be a focus of much of our activity.
A core group of six ranging in age from two to twelve years meets
together, the older ones helping the younger ones, the younger
ones feeling confident in the group of “big kids”. Behavior
problems were considerably ameliorated by a parenting course
taught the adults by a professional therapist. Teaching adjust
ments continue to be necessary as the children grow and change.
More men are helping teach the classes, the the great approval
of all. A young teen group has met since the spring, and they
produced a talent show recently. This group formed the impetus
for a highly successful night at the zoo for young Friends during
Half—Yearly Meeting. For Easter, the youngsters decided to forego
an egg hunt and began work on wooden pull toys for homeless
children.

Our Peace and Social Concerns Committee has been actively
involved in financial and letter-writing support for ending the
Cuban embargo and welcoming Hatian immigrants. It recently spon
sored a talk by a group from the United Farm Workers.

We enjoyed a visit from a representative from Pendle Hill
On the Road who talked on Simplicity, a continuing elusive
quality in our lives, and on the Pendle Hill program.

Our members continue to meet outside of worship for discussion
on Faith and Practice, doll making, monthly lunches, and committee
meetings at private homes. We supplied food and gifts to the
same family at both Thanksgiving and Christmas.

We feel the loss of two of our oldest members and look with
joy on the youngest Friends in our meeting.
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PIMA MONTHLY MEETING
ofthe

Religious Society of Friends (Quakers)
931 North Fifth Avenue, Tucson, AZ 85705-7723

State of the Society Report

Pima Meeting, now thirty-some years old, has lately been insearch of its own identity and until very recently has had atendency to treat lightly our Christian/Quaker roots historically,culturally and Biblically. Nevertheless, some wonderful chemistrycontinues to weld this small group into a spiritual unit and we canrejoice in the face of our being.
Applications for membership and for membership transfers intoour meeting have been more numerous than usual, testifying to ourimpact on lives. At the same time we are troubled that there aremembers who never participate and members who have left usgeographically but have not reconnected with the Society of Friendselsewhere. We must ask ourselves if we only function as acollegial fellowship or are we part of the worldwide ReligiousSociety of Friends. We need to do more to encourage longstandingattenders to come into membership so that they can fullyparticipate in the life of the meeting. Similarly, there are thosewho need encouragement to transfer membership into this meeting.We are grateful for Meeting concern for and interest in theincreased involvement of children in our First Day School with areal curriculum concern plus emphasis on parenting skills.Teenagers tend to fade away and we have yet to find a way to holdthem in our fellowship. We have been remiss in not making themaware of the limitation of junior membership or status even as weextend the concomitant invitational challenge to become fullmembers with full decision-making - prerogatives. - Anintergenerational party did draw a number of teenagers and youngerchildren into that fun situation.

Our service to the wider community was evidenced in offeringsome care to the homeless during the deepfreeze period, involvingsome very committed volunteers proving shelter and food. We havetaken some action against Arizona’s return to executions. We havemade our building available for refugee psychological services andfor tutoring refugee children. These and other activities indicateour adherence to our testimonies. A careful study of the rightsharing of the world’s resources as requested by FWCC through 1M’’Mled to a thoughtful minute to be sent to yearly meeting.We are just beginning to weigh the implications of same-genderunions as requested by yearly meeting.
We have reason to question our understanding of the good orderof Friends, several problems surfacing because of this limitation.Dan Seeger’s day with us in Third Month helped us to see thehistory of and the reason for -our time—honored and time-tested
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processes inspiring us to examine more carefully our religious/cultural core. We plan further consideration of this in theinterest of our corporate spiritual life.
As might be expected, programmatic changes even when returning

to more traditional processes aggravated some persons and we arehaving to learn how to arrive at understanding but to be true toour mission regardless. One instance was the reaction to themeeting—approved change in announcement patters in the effort tokeep ministry focussed. Another instance wast’the monthly use ofsome of the queries in order to encourage members to respondverbally out of the silence so as to elicit a corporate consciousmonitoring of our meetings spiritual health. At the same time
many have come forward with real appreciation for the latterinnovation which is actually an old practice being revived and usedin other meetings. This distress grew out of members absentingthemselves from the meeting for worship for business later, feeling
uncomfortable about decisions made in their absence. We need toencourage the faithful participation of members in the meeting forworship for business.

Our meeting is now too large to sustain the intimacy ofearlier years, but subgroups are forming and meeting informallywhich strengthens us. A wide geographical spread tends to inhibitcommunity development, slowing the process. Yet the process doescontinue.
We have been tested beyond the usual by many with physicalfrailties and stress, sapping meeting vitality on one hand buttendering our Spirit-, on the other hand. We have yet to discoverthe most creative ways to continue to be inclusive of those dearFriends. However, one of our committees compiled a servicedirectory and recruited volunteers to be available when needed.
Cor:mittees function responsibly.
The quality of ministry needs special attention. We shallattend to that need and from that we shall learn better how toanswer to the Almighty.
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SUN CITIES QUAKER WORSHIP

12423 Bluestem Drive
Sun City West, AZ 85375

Randy Herrick-Stare
501 E. First Avenue
Denver, CO-Clerks 80203

Dear Randy,

I hope that this report arrives in time to be included in the record books.

The Sun Cities Worship Group has ten members and two members, Martha Bard and
Mark Dobson, have become members of the Tempe Meeting this past year. Our group is
under the care of the Tempe Meeting.

Providing housing for the elderly poor has been our primary concern. We are in the
process of studying the kinds of housing that will meet the requirements for independent
living free from hunger, neglect and isolation.

We recognize that Colorado’s Amendment 2 is representative of the homophobia that
exists in our society; and that it is contingent upon each of us to oppose such legislation.

Sincerely yours,

Ann Timmer and Charlotte Farmer, Co-Clerks
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STATE OF THE MEETING
AND

REPORT OF THE MINISTRY AD COUNSELS COMMITTEE
TEMPE MONTHLY MEETING

MAY 1993

The activities of the Tempe Monthly Meeting effervesced
in 1992 and 1993, bubbling with the enthusiasm of all our
members and attenders. We welcomed five new members into our
circle. Two of them are attenders of the Sun City Worship
Group which come under the care of the Tempe Meeting in
September 1992. We now have 64 adult members and 18 children.
There were no deaths or births within the meeting since June
1992. However, one wedding was performed under the care of
our Meeting. The new members of the Meeting include: Martha
Bard, Mark Dodson, Jerri Hogue, Terry Kennard,. and Jim
Surrirall. Alan Potter and Saram (Xuan) Thach were married.

We are a changing Society of Friends in Ternpe. Our
circle grows larger and we are exploring ways to nurture our
relationships so that we grow together, but not apart. The
Ministry and Counsel Committee sent a questionnaire to all
members and attenders to ascertain what concerns are important
to our Meeting. The responses were enlightening in many ways.
committees will have to carefully consider in 1993 what
actions may be necessary to address the many suggestions. In
general, most everyone who responded felt the Meeting was
warm, spiritual and welcoming. But, more communication and
attention to members and attenders is needed.

As we have grown, our activities which draw us together
have become more important. Our Friendly-B dinner parties
continue to draw us together. Two were scheduled this year.
Many members and attenders participated in two religious study
groups which met monthly throughout the year. One group
provided on introduction to Quaker based thought, while the
other studied and discussed Faith and Practices for the
Meeting, We also found spiritual fellowship in work at Paz de
Cristo and at a weekend retreat in February with Dan Seeger
and Pendle Hill on the Road. Also, over twenty-five people
met to discuss FCNL priorities this year,, the largest group to
have participated on this activity. Based on comments from
the questionnaire, we have encouraged the formation of a mid
week meeting for worship. Our activities have become numerous
and diverse, increasing the level of commitment of all
individuals, Those serving on the building and grounds,
hospitality and children’s education committees requested a
threshing session to be held to discuss our individual
commitments to support the physical and human needs of the

( Meeting. We talked of cleaning floors, pulling weeds, and



caring for children. Then as we neared the end of our
threshing, we were reminded to pay attention to the spirit
within each other and our relationships first, all will follow
as it should from our centers.

We expect a continuing growth of activities as our
building and our Religious Society of Friends open to new
opportunities such as those brought to us by .Jean Chadhuri,
AFSC Irea Progran for Arizona, who chairs a coalition
concerned about Native American issues that meets monthly at
cur Meeting House. New groups, new members, new attenders all
extend our horizons, requiring that we examine and define our
shared values. We feel concerns as our relationships shift
and change. But, we strive to center on that of God, so that
we will grow and cope with changes confronting us.

Apf,J_ m3
“e
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Annual Report to IMYM from the Boulder Monthly Meeting

The year from June 1992 through May 1993 has been marked by growth
and the passing of several beloved Friends.

• Dorothy Maxwell, a former member of our Meeting who had then
moved on to the Friends Southwest Center in McNeal, AZ, died
in her sleep on June 3 at Friends House in Santa Rosa, CA.

• Elizabeth Moeri Mathiot a longtime member of our community and
champion of Right Sharing and the rights of women and t h e
oppressed worldwide died unexpectedly on March 11 in
Madurai, India.

• Robert Brian Michner, a medical doctor who had spent many
years working in Kenya and who was 94, died peacefully in his
sleep on September 18 at his daughter’s home in Boston.

• Kenneth Boulding, who for most of this century has been an
inspiration for Friends, scholars, peacemakers and scientists
passed, carrying the radiance with which he had lived such a
remarkable life.

• Adam Ristad, a merchant seaman turned school teacher who had
suffered from Alzheimer’s and been cared for lovingly by his
step-daughter, Donna Smith, and their family, died at the end
of March.

• Linda Robinson’s daughter, Maya Reyes (75—93), was killed in
a tragic automobile accident.

These events saddened and grounded us. During the last six months
of Kenneth’s life we met for a mid-week meeting for worship at
Elise and Kenneth’s home. It was a privilege to share those times.

On the side of physical growth, much of the energy of the Meeting
has been focused on how to overcome the inadequacies of our current
physical space. We currently have about 140 members living in the
metropolitan area. On an average First Day we have between 80 and
100 people in the 10:00 Meeting for Worship and 8-12 in the earlier
Meeting. First Day School averages about 45. Our well loved and
well worn meeting house is showing its age. So we have begun the
challenging process of agreeing what should be done and then
figuring out how to do it.

During this period the following were welcomed as new members of
our Meeting: Beatrice Butler, Alan Hubbard, Joanne Cowan, Linda
Jacobson Michele Tarter. Helen Braider transferred her membership
from the Cambridge Monthly Meeting.
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Report of the Boulder Monthly Meeting
Page 2

Aniong our most serious concerns during this period was the
suppression of human rights by the passage of Colorado’s Amendment
2. We have discussed what should be Friends’ response in special
threshing sessions and approved a minute which has been forwarded
to IMYM for consideration.

Joe yolk, Executive Secretary of the Friends Comittee on National
Legislation which this year celebrates its 50th Anniversary,
delivered the Gottlieb lecture entitled, “To Mend a Broken World:
A Quaker Proposal.” Approximately 85 people attended. This focus
complemented the year—long discussions of the Peace and Social
Justice Committee on the former Yugoslavia and the issue of armed
humanitarian intervention in Somalia.

The Service Committee has been exploring how to increase the
personal involvement of members in service outreach. Ministry and
Counsel sponsored several Quaker Studies Groups and repeated
introductory discussions entitled, “Quakerisrn 101.” A small
meeting for worship in Lorigmont continues to meet every third
Sunday at the Umile home.

John Huyler
Clerk
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STATE OF THE MEETING
COLORDD SPRINGS MONTHLY MEETING

MY 1993

major event within the Colorado Sprinps Meetin this year was
the chanqe o+ meetinq—place location in December. 4ter several
years c-f rentinq space on Tejon St. we were required to
relocate. We now meet in the Family Visitation Center at 701 E.
Eou1der. Unexpectedly1 this move has enabled us to increase cur
monetary contributions to the local and national orQanizations we
chose to support.

There were no new memberships this year. There was one trans-fer
-from our meetinq to the Framinqham (M) Meetinq. We had our
first marriape under the care c-f the Meetinq on uqust $th
between Jef-f Garrison and Christie Home.

The Meetinq addressed members’ and attenders. concerns about
Colorado s amendment 2 over a period o+ several months.
minute was adopted see copy enclosed) and a copy was published

n the editorial pape ci the local newspaper. Our minute on
..iarriape was adopted in December o 1991 (copy enclosed).

Ccii orado Spr i nps Meetinq enjoys monthly pot—i uck/di scussi on
proups. We published cur -first newsletter and held a Christmas
papaent this year. Our meetinq has been praced with ‘frequent
vsits ths year ‘from both Friends and newcomers.

/L%

Julie Roten Clerk
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State of the Meeting
Fort Collins Monthly Meeting

April 1993

Some years there’s lots to talk about; in other years, many things happen but the
summary is brief. This year has been eventful, but in quieter ways than the previous year.

Our primary concern has been the quest for a permanent meeting place. The Long
Range Planning Committee has been very active, and has produced four substantial
proposals which have warranted the consideration of the entire meeting. For a variety of
reasons, none of these has worked out. The meeting as a whole has developed a strong
ability in work together, and the search continues.

A leisurely book discussion group has been meeting approximately every two weeks
for the better part of the school year. We have used Gloria Steinem’s Revolution from
Within as our resource, covering one chapter per session. Early in the group, we decided
that we were not interested in “just” a book discussion hut wanted to focus on the
relevance of the issues to our own lives, as well as their theoretical dimensions. The
participants have found this a wonderful way to get to know each other.

The marriage of l3rcnnan Taylor and Krista White look place under thc care of the
meeting in September. Karma Krckler and David Budd. for whom we had provided a
clearness comrninee. were married in Tucson, under the care of Pima Meeting.

We established another set of “Friendly dinners,” through which small groups have
gathered informally.

Toward the end of the year. we reevaluated our fmancial goals and procedures
through a called meeting for business, and established new working methods for the
coming year.

The Rapid City Worship Group, in South D.al.ota has reorganized and is once
again being sponsored b Fort Collins.

Under the sponsorship of Ministn’ and CounseL Meeting will be engaging in a
series of monthly discussions on cMl rights protection in general and Amendment 2 in
particular. marriage and sexuality, sexual orientation and its relationship to Meeting, and on
same gender marriage.

We seem to have had difficulty in receiving our mail. Please note the following
address for future use:

Fort Collins Month lv Meeting
c’o Children’s house Montessori School
113 N. Shields Avenue
Fort Collins. Colorado 80521
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MOUNTAIN VIEW FRIENDS MEETING
DENVER, COLORADO

STATE OF THE MEETING REPORT
JUNE 1993

“How do we use our diversity for the spiritual growth of the Meeting?”
--from the North Pacific Yearly Meeting Faith Practice, page 43

The demographics of our Meeting has changed littie during the past year. Our membership still
totals 222, including 195 adults and 27 children, as well as many active attenders. We welcomed
one new baby into membership, Kairina Wray Lamarre, born November 3, 1992. Death claimed
one member of our meeting four days later. David R. Hill died after a lengthy illness on November
7, 1992. We had no marriages under the care of the meeting in 1992.

We have two Meetings for Worship at the Columbine Street meetinghouse on First Day. There
are also two Worship Groups that meet on the north and west sides of Denver. There are active
First Day School programs at the 10:30 am Meeting for Worship at the meetinghouse, and at both
the West Side and City View Worship Groups, although both the junior and senior young friends
groups have been struggling. The First Day School Program is under the care of the CALM
(Children and the Life of the Meeting) Committee. We also have an active Adult Discussion
Group.

The Meeting is financially sound, although the contention over budgets and reserves has many
Friends wondering if the Meeting’s wealth makes it more difficult to reach spiritual unity.

The annual School of the Spirit took place on March 27 and 28 with our guest speaker and
facilitator being James Fletcher, the \ijce President and Chief Financial Officer of Howard
University. Jim’s theme was “Bringing the Family of Humanity into the Family of Friends”.
Mountain View, as many Quaker meetings, has precious few members of non-caucasian racial
groups. We consider ourselves a diverse meeting. But those who attended the School of the Spirit
were reminded of how far we have to travel to truly embrace and grow in diversity.

The Meeting approved one traveling minute, in December of 1992, in support of Marshall
Massey’s concern to facilitate unity among Friends on the spiritual basis for an environmental
testimony.

We have struggled at times. There is not unity among us concerning the support of our
Meeting for the policies and programs of the AFSC. A minute presented to the February Meeting
for Business by the Friends for Gay and Lesbian Concerns Con-iminee, advocating the repeal of
Amendment 2 in Colorado, failed to find unity, but is still of concern to many.

In the weeks following there was much conversation among us concerning the process of
Quaker decision making within the meeting for business, particularly with the publication of Pendle
Hill Pamphlet 307, Barry Morley’s Beyond Consensus: Salvaaing the Sense of the Meeting, At
our April Meeting for \Vorship for Business, we dispensed with the usual agenda and spent two
hours in silent worship and worship sharing on finding and nurturing the sense of the meeting in
our meeting for business, on the quality of the meeting for worship, and on the love we have for
one another. For the thirty or so Friends who attended, it was a wondrous Meeting for Worship
for Business.

And so we go on. reminded that we grow toward Ciod in both success and failure, a little wiser
for having experienced both, probably stronger as a Meeting, not as diverse as we would like, but
always seeking.
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AL&)c1u.5uE
REPORT ON THE STATE OF THE MEETING

Submitted by the committees on Worship & Ministry and Oversight
and Counsel for the year Nay through May, 1992-93

STATISTICS: 124 Members (some residing outside Albuquerque)
15 Junior Members

138 Attenders of some regularity

Three Marraiges took place under the care of the
Meeting: Rebecca Henderson & Peli Lee

Maurine Renville & Ann Pecora
Elizabeth Buckley & Deborah Richards

Birth: Anne Elizabeth (9-19-92) to Mary Meyer

Deaths: Lewis Korn (April, 1992, Ft. Myers, FL)

Joe Stacey (May 16, 1993)

Durin the past year much of our attention to spiritual
growth and our health as a community has taken place in newly
created groups and committees. The Study Circle Group has met
monthly since September, 1992, to focus on such topics as the
1992 elections, racism, sexism, and economic cooperatives
(through materials available through the Study Circle Resource
Center in Pomfret, Connecticut). The Spiritual Study Group also
began in the fall of 1992, and meets twice a month. Articles
from Parabola Magazine, The Infinite Way by Joel Goldsmith, and
other ecumenical sources have served as their guides. A Sunday
morning Bible study group explores new interpretations of the
Gospel of Mark; a mid-week worship group shares spiritual
seeking and care for one another; and Friends travel monthly to
Los Lunas for worship with inmates at the Correctional Facility.

Meeting agreed to revise the duties and expectations of the
former Ministry and Oversight Committee. Two new committees were
born at the beginning of 1993: Oversight and Counsel to focus
upon individual members and attenders and their relationship to
Meeting; while Worship and Ministry attends to the spiritual
life of the Meeting through its meetings for worship and for
business. Each committee has met monthly (interpreting and
creating its new roles as led by circumstance), with joint
meetings planned on a half yearly basis.

The Education Committee continues to organize events for the
thirty to forty young people in Meeting and to explore ways of
linking young and older Friends. Family Time for stories and
singing happens every week before the 10:30 Meeting for Worship.
The “intergenerational moment” -- at the rise of Meeting every
4th Sunday -— gives the children a chance to share what they have
been doing in their meetings downstairs.
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We note that worship groups in Socorro, Gallup. Cokedale,

Colorado, and Taos (Clearlight) contiue under the care of Albu

querque Meeting; and that Lubbock Monthly Meeting now belongs to
South Central Yearly Meeting.

The local arrangements committee for the FWCC (Friends’
World Committee for Consultation) 1994 Triennial has met several
times and sent a member to London to report to the International

Planning Committee in October, 1992.

Highlights from the calendar of events over the past year
include the September opening of Albuquerque Friends School; a
joint workday with the Friends School and Building and Grounds
Committee, and a threshing meeting on our “sense of community”
(both also in September); an Alternatives to Violence Workshop
(Training for Trainers) in October; the Fiesta Ole, October 24,
(which netted $1200 for many of the 15 local and 12 non-local
agencies which Meeting supports through Peace and Social Concerns
Committee); an Election Night party in November; a workshop on
Tax Resistance, and a joint potluck with Mennonites and Friends
Church members, both in May.

Meanwhile, Peace and Social Concerns sponsored “Meetings for
Learning” on environmental issues, on Somalia, and the Quaker
peace testimony and humanitarian aid; the Lesbian and Gay
Concerns Group got together for monthly worship sharing and
potlucks; the Nominating Committee tackled the monumental chal
lenge of matching roles which Meeting has created with people
willing to fill them; Building and Grounds tended the Outer
Light (over the parking lot) and installed ceiling fans in the
meeting room; and “Friendly 8’s” have been revived, on an
informal, decentralized basis.

Albuquerque Meeting has helped celebrate the six new high
school and two new university graduates that the past two
end-of-school seasons have produced. As usual in May, Friends
prepare for Inter Mountain Yearly Meeting, this year with many
questions about its location and its future composition.
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DURANGO MONTHLY MEETING

OFTEE

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

STATE OF TEE MEETING REPORT

May 2, 1993

As of January 1, 19, we have 22 adult members, 16 of thcm
resident and 6 non—res .dent, There are 10 junior members, 3
resident and 7 non—residn;. We have 27 non—members who atter
meeting for worship on afir1y regular basis. We had a marriaç
under the care of the me.’Jng in July, 1992, and are planning f -

another in May, 1993.
The focus of outreach this year has again been the Community

Shelter for the Homeless. We clean a section of a highway near
Durango for community service and to announce our presence to the
traveling public.

We minister to each other in numerous ways. Monthly worship
sharing Sundays continue to be the best attended Sundays. In
January we began a nine—week course on Quaker prayer, which was
well attended. We continue to meet twice monthly, even though
the course has ended, for additional study and prayer. We have
encouraged and supported two of our members who are confronting
the serious illnesses of kidney failure and cancer, and two
others whose mothers died during the year. We held a work—day (
for one member who needed help in completing a home remodelling
project. At Christmas we collected money to help one member with
health care bills. An overnight 4—wheel—drive trip in the summer
allows us to enjoy each other’s company in a different setting.

We have wrestled with the issues of homosexuality, same—
gender marriage and Colorado’s Amendment 2, as well as living
wills, medical power of attorney, and preparation for death.

A small but dynamic group of Young Friends, in the course of
their own education, has presented several activities for the
adults, including a Quakers in History news conference and Quaker
charades. They have cooked two meals for the Meeting and donated
the money they earned to the charity of their choice. Once again
they confounded their elders by hiding Easter eggs so well that
they had to help the adults find many of them.

Our savings for a me’etinghouse continue to grow. We have
taken the step of incorporating, as well as wrfting and approving
bylaws for the corporation. In the meantime, we continue to
enjoy the loving and warm home of Al and Carolyn Johnson for
meeting for worship and for fellowship.
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EL PASO MONTHLY MEETING OF THE
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

STATE OF THE MEETING REPORT

El Paso Monthly Meeting continues as a small but caring unit.
Meeting for Worship on the first and third Sundays of each
month seems to be working out well. Our numbers have remained
the same, with various visitors throughout the year.

South East New Mexico Worship Group, under our care, met
monthly. They have been faced with many political as well as
spiritual issues.

Our Meeting is considering moving our membership from Inter—
Mountain Yearly Meeting to South Central Yearly Meeting. This has
been a concern of ours for the past few years. Our contact this
year with South Central Yearly Meeting has been very helpful and
we are grateful for their concern and kindness.

This issue will take some time to season and gain a concensus
of the Meeting. Geographical, political, and local social issues
are some of the considerations that have surfaced. We continue to
seek the Light on this. The love and F(f)riendship from IMYM has
always been present. We hope it will continue over the years as
we deal with this issue.

EPMN continues to feed the spiritual needs of those present and
seeking the Light. It is always a challenge to see and meet the
needs of those around us.
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Socorro Worship Group, NH

During the past year Esther Kofling has transferred her membership to

us and Judy Boldaway and her son Tim have become members. There

have been no deaths or marriages. We continue our prison ministry -.

at Los Tnnas Correctional Facility, from one to four people have

always gone, except when no .nm male escort was available.

Socorro hosted the fall !egonsl Meeting at Ghost Ranch and one CC

meeting. We had our one business meeting in January. We continue to

meet in homes on 1st, 3rd and 5th First Days with worship sharing

on 2nd First Days at the Moflaways. At some Meetings this winter,

attendance has been 15. This has been a spiritually productive year.

I

(I
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SALT LAKE t4DNTHLY MEETING

STATE OF THE MEETING: 1992

Salt Lake Monthly Meeting’ s membership remained about the same during 1992.

We welcaned Kate MacLead and her children as members, but Jan Morse requested

a transfer of her membership to State College (PA) Meeting and Larry Leonard

asked to resign his membership. We now have 62 adult and 28 Junior members.

Meeting attendance averaged about 35 adults and 15 children. There are more

men than wanen at Meeting every Firstday. We believe this runs counter to

the usual trend among religious groups in the United States; we have no

explanation for this.

At times throughout the year we turned our attention to the way we conduct
our Meeting for Business and adopted several reforms we hoped would prove

effective. It appears we are reaching this goal.

Our Corrmittee on the Oeation of an IMYM Faith and Practice held several
meetings during which Friends discussed the following topics: mercy, social
action, Friends and divorce, the role of music in worship and how Friends
achieve clearness.

The Peace and Social Concerns Ccxrniittee developed proj ects in two areas of
concern. The Sexual Identity Youth Project met regularly to offer suppDrt
to those in the Meeting and the cccrnunity at large who wished to work through
issues related to sexual identity. The Prison-Society Transition Project
sought to develop ways to help ex-prisoners assimilate back into society.
By the end of the year those involved in that project were planning to bring
an Alternative to Violence Project tamer to Salt Lake City to conduct a
workshop.

We were delighted that Paige Wilder received a scholarship to study at Pendle
Hill for the academic year of 1992-93.

The Meeting enjoys a reformated, ciipter generated iewsletter. Firstday
School is growing again with a new group of young children.

Tciard the end of the year our Meeting began an informal relationship with

the New Pilgrim Baptist Church. Several Friends attended worship services
and social functions at New Pilgrim and Rev Wilkes, their pastor, has expressed
an interest in our AVP workshop.

The Meeting has grown and matured, reaching out into the ccurnunity and to
Yearly Meeting in new ways.

Charles Rostkowski
Clerk
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